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Chapter 1
Introduction
Acute vertebral fractures are a common clinical finding in elderly patients with an
estimated incidence of 1.4 million cases in Europe in 2000 [1]; a 50-year-old woman
has a 16 % lifetime risk of experiencing a vertebral fracture [2]. Vertebral fractures
occur when a vertebral body breaks in an area that is weakened by another disease
process. Osteoporosis and osseous tumors (primary and metastatic) are the two most
common causes of weakened bone leading to vertebral fractures. The majority of
the vertebral fractures is caused by osteoporosis. In 2003, 7.8 million Germans (6.5
million women) were affected by osteoporosis. Of them, 4.3 % experienced at least
one clinical fracture and only 21.7 % were treated with an antiosteoporotic drug.
The total direct costs attributable to osteoporosis amounted to AC5.4 billion [3]. In
patients with an underlying malignant disease, vertebral metastases can be found in
5 to 10 % of all cases [4]. This subject becomes even more involved considering the
fact that 10 % of the vertebral fractures detected in patients with osteoporosis are of
malignant origin. On the other hand, 25 % of the fractures in patients with a known
malignancy are of osteoporotic origin [5, 6].
One of the most important imaging techniques to examine vertebral fractures in
clinical practice is magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Yet, the differential diagno-
sis between an osteoporotic or malignant origin of vertebral fractures based on the
contrast of conventional MRI sequences is a complicated task. Both entities are char-
acterized by an easily confusable appearance on MR images, i.e. a hypointense signal
on T
1
-weighted images and a hyperintense signal on T
2
-weighted or STIR images.
Hence, a differentiation between both entities is often only possible by means of their
morphological appearance. However, these distinguishing attributes are not always
sufficiently pronounced to permit a definite diagnosis [7, 8, 9]. In the past, it was
shown, that the application of diffusion-weighted MRI (DWI) in the spine presents
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a promising technique to differentiate between benign osteoporotic and malignant
lesions.
In general, DWI provides a contrast that reflects the degree of self-diffusion of
water molecules in a tissue. Since the beginning of the 1990’s, DWI has been success-
fully applied for the early diagnosis of ischemia in the central nervous system (CNS)
[10, 11]. Outside of the CNS, the application of DWI is more challenging and only
during recent years the emergence of improved MRI systems and faster imaging pulse
sequences has led to an intensified use of DWI outside of the brain. A brief review
of DWI with a special focus on DWI in the body is given in chapter 3. In the case
of vertebral fractures, it was shown qualitatively [12, 13, 14] as well as quantitatively
[15, 16, 17] that based on the different diffusion characteristics of benign and ma-
lignant lesions a differential diagnosis might be possible. The diffusion coefficients in
lesions caused by malignant infiltrations are significantly lower than in benign osteo-
porotic lesions. This difference can be explained by the structure of the cancerous
tissue, containing a dense network of tumor cells, which restricts the self-diffusion of
the water molecules. In benign lesions the interstitial volume in the edema is expected
to be increased, leading to an increase of the self-diffusion in the lesion.
A sequence type used for DWI that has been shown to be extremely valuable for
the differential diagnosis of vertebral compression fractures is a particular type of a
diffusion-weighted steady state free precession sequence, the DW-PSIF sequence [12].
In contrast to a simple diffusion-weighted spin echo sequence, the signal of the DW-
PSIF sequence is a combination of many echoes with different diffusion sensitivities.
Thus, the diffusion weighting of the DW-PSIF sequence cannot easily be determined,
but depends on the relaxation times, T
1
, T
2
and T 
2
, and on the sequence parameters.
This makes the exact quantification of the apparent diffusion coefficient very difficult
and to date a complete understanding of the underlying signal mechanism is lacking.
Contradictory results have been published with regard to the qualitative assessment
of the DW-PSIF sequence in the spine [18, 19]. In contrast to most other tissues in
the human body, the signal in vertebral bodies is not dominated by a single proton
component, but represents a mixture of a fat and a water signal, which are of the same
order of magnitude. Hence, the diffusion-weighted signal in vertebral bodies is very
sensitive to the exact distribution pattern of its constituents and the setting of the
sequence parameters. In order to understand the signal mechanism of the DW-PSIF
sequence in fractured and non-fractured vertebral bodies it is necessary to determine
the relaxation times and diffusion coefficients of both components as well as the fat
and water fraction.
The aim of this thesis was to study the signal behavior of the DW-PSIF sequence
3in vertebral fractures and to decode the complex mechanism responsible for the ob-
served contrast, that permits an excellent differential diagnosis between benign and
malignant lesions. As a first step, the theoretical derivation of the signal function of
the DW-PSIF sequence is briefly reviewed, see chapter 4. Using the signal function
of the DW-PSIF, signal simulations are performed to investigate the sensitivity of the
signal to the various physical as well as to the sequence parameters.
In chapter 5 we try to understand the actually measured DW-PSIF signal in the
spine using the model derived before. In a patient collective of 40 patients with
malignant and benign osteoporotic vertebral fractures all parameters relevant for the
DW-PSIF signal are quantified. Since the signal is a combination of the fat and water
signal, all parameters are determined for both components separately.
Based on these measurements, the signal in both types of lesions and in normal-
appearing vertebral bone marrow is simulated. DW-PSIF measurements are compared
with the simulations to verify the theoretical results in-vivo and to identify the main
factors responsible for the observed contrast on DW-PSIF images.

Chapter 2
The Spine
The spine or vertebral column is located in the dorsal part of the torso. It consists
of vertebrae, the sacrum and the intervertebral discs. It has the following important
functions:
• It serves as a support for the torso. Since the body load increases from the
cervical to the lumbar part, the vertebral bodies become wider and thicker in
the lower part of the spine.
• The intervertebral discs located between the vertebral bodies balance the pres-
sure that acts on them due to the body weight.
• The vertebral column as a whole entity allows moving the torso in different
directions.
• Within the vertebral column resides the spinal canal containing the spinal cord,
which is thus protected against injuries from outside.
The composition of the spine is formed by the vertebrae which are stacked upon each
other and separated by the intervertebral discs. There are four regions of the spine,
see Fig. 2.1:
• cervical (neck)
• thoracic (chest/trunk)
• lumbar (lower back)
• sacral (pelvic)
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Figure 2.1: Sagittal view of
the vertebral column (taken from
Gray’s Anatomy).
The cervical spine is made up of seven cervical
vertebrae. The main function of the cervical spine
is to support the weight of the head. The cervical
spine has the greatest range of motion, partly
because of two specialized vertebrae, the atlas
and the axis, that move with the skull. Cervical
vertebrae are the smallest of the vertebrae.
The main function of the thoracic spine to-
gether with the ribs is to protect the organs of the
chest, especially the heart and lung. It consists
of 12 thoracic vertebrae with one rib attached on
both sides of each of them, to create a thoracic
cage.
The lumbar spine has five lumbar vertebrae.
The lumbar vertebral bodies are the weight-
bearing portion of the spine and are the largest
in diameter compared to the thoracic and cer-
vical vertebral bodies. They sit atop the sacrum,
which is formed by five vertebrae, which are fused
together into a solid unit. There are usually no
identifiable disc spaces between the sacral seg-
ments. Most people have 33 vertebrae in total,
although there may be 32 or 34. Variations are
usually found in the lumbar or sacral regions.
2.1 Vertebrae
Every vertebra is characterized by unique fea-
tures, depending on the region where it is lo-
cated. Each vertebra, regardless of location, con-
sists of three basic functional parts: (1) the drum-
shaped vertebral body, designed to bear weight
and withstand compression or loading; (2) the
posterior (backside) arch, made of the lamina,
pedicles and facet joints; and (3) the trans-
verse processes, to which the muscles attach. An
anatomical image of the 5th lumbar vertebra is shown in Fig. 2.2. The vertebral body
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(a) Side view
(b) Top view
Figure 2.2: 5th lumbar vertebral body (taken from Gray’s Anatomy).
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is composed of hard cortical bone on the outside and less dense cancellous bone, the
spongiosa, on the inside. The cancellous bone structurally resembles a honeycomb
and accounts for about 20 % of bone matter in the human body, see Fig. 2.5. It can
be classified as a porous cellular solid, consisting of an irregular three-dimensional
array of boney rods, called trabeculae. Within the cancellous bone resides the bone
marrow [20, 21]. Bone marrow occupies approximately 85 % of the bone cavity, while
the rest is filled by the trabeculae, see Fig. 2.3. Trabecular bone is not as strong as
compact bone. It is somewhat more flexible and useful in bones that are jointed. Pri-
marily, however, trabecular bone protects the bone marrow, where the hematopoieses
occurs. The top and bottom of the vertebral body are called the end plates. The
intervertebral disc lying between two vertebral bodies is attached to the end plates.
Figure 2.3: Microscopic view of a histological specimen of normal bone marrow.
2.2 Bone Marrow
Bone marrow is a richly cellular connective tissue. The blood cells, namely red cells,
thrombocytes and white cells, form there and enter the circulation, to provide tissue
oxygenation, coagulation and immunity. It is divided into two main constituents,
yellow and red marrow. “Yellow marrow” is considered as hematopoietically inactive.
It is mainly composed of fat cells (95 %) and its substantial composition consists of
80 % fat, 15 % water and 5 % proteins. The vascular network of yellow marrow is
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sparse and consists of few capillaries, venules and thin-walled veins. “Red marrow”,
in contrast, is characterized by a rich sinusoidal system. It contains approximately
60 % hematopoietic cells and 40 % fat cells. Its chemical composition consits of
about 40 % water, 40 % fat and 20 % proteins [20]. During growth, conversion of
red to yellow marrow occurs following a predictable and orderly pattern. While in
the fetus virtually the entire marrow space is made up of red marrow, this changes
until a balanced distribution pattern is reached by the age of 25. The exact pattern
depends on various factors like sex, age and the health of the individual. At this time
the red marrow is concentrated mainly in the axial skeleton and the proximal aspects
of the limbs. It has been well demonstrated in vertebral bodies, that the volume of
red marrow decreases substantially with age. The increase in fatty marrow is even
greater, since with age trabecular bone is decomposed and replaced by fat cells. If a
sudden rise in the demand for hematopoiesis of the organism occurs, like low oxygen
tension, a reconversion of yellow to red marrow takes place.
2.3 Intervertebral Disc
Figure 2.4: Intervertebral disc
seen from a transversal and a
coronal perspective.
The intervertebral disc (iVD) is located between
the vertebral bodies. It is a complex structure
that bears the weight of the body and, with the
facet joints, permits a significant range of mo-
tion. The disc is mainly made up of fibrocarti-
lage and has two parts: the nucleus pulposus and
the annulus fibrosus. The nucleus pulposus is a
gel-like material located in the center of the disc.
It has a high water content, and thus acts as
a cushion, distributing loads onto the vertebral
body end plates and to the annulus. The water
content of the nucleus decreases with age. In an
adult the healhty disc has no blood supply of
its own and is supplied with nutrients via diffu-
sion from the vertebral body. The annulus fibro-
sus is the outer portion of the disc. The annulus
comprises 15 to 20 collagenous (type I) laminae,
which run obliquely from the edge of one vertebra down to the edge of the vertebra
below. The direction of the fibres alternates from lamina to lamina. The inner por-
tion of the annulus is made of fibrocartilage which gradually blends with the nucleus
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pulposus. Posterolaterally, the annulus is not only thinner, but also has more disor-
ganised collagen bundles, and a greater proportion of vertical fibres. It is the weakest
part of the iVD, thus often being the location of disc herniations.
2.4 Vertebral Compression Fractures
One of the most common clinical findings in the vertebral bodies, especially in elderly
people, are vertebral compression fractures (vCF). A vCF usually occurs when the
bones of the spine become broken due to trauma. Usually the trauma necessary to
break the bones of the spine is quite large. Yet, Under certain circumstances, such
as in elderly people and in people with cancer, these bones can break with little
or no force. The vertebrae most commonly broken are those in the lower back. In
about 75 % of the cases, vCFs are caused by osteoporosis [6]. Osteoporosis is a
metabolic bone disease leading to a loss of bone mass, resulting in deterioration of
the structure of bones, see Fig. 2.5. The demographic change in the industrialized
civilizations leads to an increasing number of osteoporotic compression fractures,
showing a considerable impact on the health care system. In 2005, according to the
national osteoporosis foundation (NOF)1, 10 million Americans were estimated to
have osteoporosis. Approximately one in two women and one in four men over age
50 will have an osteoporosis related fracture in their remaining lifetime. According
to estimated figures, osteoporosis was responsible for more than 2 million fractures
in 2005, including 547.000 vCFs. The number of fractures due to osteoporosis is
expected to rise to more than 3 million by 2025. In 2005, osteoporosis-related fractures
were responsible for an estimated $19 billion in costs. By 2025, experts predict that
these costs will rise to approximately $25.3 billion.
Another possible cause of vCFs is a malignant infiltration of the vertebral body.
The tumor or metastasis destroys the trabecular bone and bone marrow, causing a
destabilization of the vertebra that ultimately might lead to a vCF. The prevalence
of malignant diseases is increasing with age, and consequently compression fractures
caused by tumor or metastasis are a common finding. The most common type of spinal
column tumors are metastases and up to 10 % of cancer patients will develop symp-
tomatic secondary spinal lesions, with multiple levels of involvement in 40 to 70 %
of symptomatic cancer patients. Typically, these lesions are distributed throughout
the skeleton according to the pattern of red marrow prevalance. Thus, the vertebral
column is the most common site of vertebral metastases. Cancer from breast, lung,
prostate and of renal or hemopoietic origin (multiple myeloma, lymphoma) account
1http://www.nof.org/osteoporosis/diseasefacts
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(a) Healthy vertebral body
(b) Osteoporotic vertebral body
Figure 2.5: Microscopic view of the trabecular structure of a healthy and an
osteoporotic vertebral body.
for the vast majority of spinal metastases.
The differentiation between a malignant or a benign origin of the vertebral fracture
is essential, in order to initiate an appropriate therapy. Furthermore, in many patients
a vertebral compression fracture is the initial finding of an unknown primary tumor,
and thus, the characterization of a pathological fracture may lead to an early detection
of a malignant disease, which is important for proper therapy planning and prognosis.
In addition, this subject becomes more complicated considering the fact, that
10 % of the vCFs detected in patients with osteoporosis are of malignant origin.
On the other hand, 25 % of the vCFs in patients with a known malignancy are
of osteoporotic origin. This is a frequent cause for the overstaging of a tumor. In
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addition, many treatment protocols in oncology lead to manifest osteoporosis and this
might also explain the rather high incidence of osteoporotic vCFs in tumor patients.
Radiotherapy causes local atrophy of bone and bone marrow, while chemotherapy and
hormone therapy induce systemic rarefaction of both trabecular and cortical bone [22].
Thus, tissue chracterization of vertebral fractures is essential, which is to date in a
lot of cases only possible by histologic means, requiring tissue specimen, which are
usually obtained by needle biopsy [23]. It is, however, well known that the accuracy
of this procedure is less than 85 %, which is mainly due to sample errors. In addition,
the complications following the invasive procedure are a big concern [23, 24].
2.5 MRI of the Spine
In the spine, MRI is the prefered imaging modality for the detection of diseases be-
cause of its unique ability to provide an adequate contrast resolution to differentiate
the intraspinal soft tissue structures, and reveal spinal cord or canal pathology. It was
shown, that MRI is the most sensitive tool with regard to the detection of bone mar-
row infiltration in comparison to PET, PET/CT and MS-CT [25]. On conventional
MR images, the contrast is defined by three properties of the tissue, proton density
and the T
1
and T
2
relaxation times [26]. Depending on the chosen sequence, these
parameters in combination, or separately, define the resulting image contrast. The
standard sequences used in MRI of the spine include T
1
- and T
2
-weighted spin echo
(SE) as well as STIR (short TI inversion recovery) fast SE sequences. Another very
useful technique is the acquisition of contrast-enhanced T
1
-weighted images, which
provide additional information for an improved assessment of intraspinal pathologies
or the soft tissue extension of lesions. On T
1
-weighted spin echo images, well hydrated
(nondegenerated) discs are hypointense compared to vBM. On T
2
-weighted images,
fat saturation is usually recommended, and when used normally, hydrated (nonde-
generated) discs will be markedly hyperintense compared to vBM, see Fig. 2.6. These
contrasts are explained by the relaxation properties of fat and water protons. Fat
protons are contained in hydrophobic CH
2
groups in relatively heavy molecular com-
plexes, which are responsible for a very efficient spin-lattice relaxation, leading to a
short T
1
relaxation time [27]. The spin-spin relaxation of fat protons is less efficient,
resulting in a relatively long T
2
relaxation time, though not as long as that of water
protons [28]. The longitudinal relaxation of water protons is less efficient and the T
1
relaxation time is relatively high. This explains the contrast between the water
signal dominated iVD and the fat signal dominated vertebral body. The relaxation
times of both components are summarized in the table on the right [29]. The min-
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Figure 2.6: Standard sagittal MRI images of the lumbar and thoracic spine
acquired with a T2-weighted TSE, a T1-weighted TSE and STIR sequence in a
healthy volunteer.
eralized bone has a low density of hydrogen protons, which, moreover, lack mobility
within the crystalline structure of bone. Thus the T
1
relaxation time is very long,
while the T
2
relaxation time is very short yielding low signal on both T
1
- and T
2
-
weighted (SE) images [30]. The composition of the vertebral body can also lead to
image artifacts in MRI. Water and fat protons differ in their precession frequencies, at
the surface between water- and fat-dominated tissues. These difference, known as the
chemical-shift, can lead to a shift in the apparent position of fat protons in the direc-
tion of decreasing frequency along the frequency encoding axis [31]. If gradient-echo
(GRE) images are acquired, (see section 4.1), the chemical shift is also responsible
for the variable signal intensity of red marrow, known as the intravoxel chemical shift
effect [32].
The difference in the relaxation times of fat
Parameter T
1
[ms] T
2
[ms]
Water 850 80
Fat 300 120
and water protons is also responsible for the dif-
ferent MR appearances of yellow and red mar-
row. On T
1
-weighted SE images, yellow marrow
shows a high signal intensity comparable to that of subcutaneous fat. On T
2
-weighted
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SE images it has an intermediate, while a high signal intensity on fast SE T
2
-weighted
images [33]. On GRE images its signal varies according to the amount of trabecular
bone [34]. The signal intensity of yellow marrow on contrast-enhanced images is not
expected to change markedly, since only negligible uptake of contrast agent occurs
in fatty tissue [35]. Red marrow has a lower signal intensity than yellow marrow on
T
1
-weighted SE images, but the signal intensity is generally higher than that of mus-
cles and intervertebral discs [36]. On T
2
-weighted SE images red marrow, in general,
has a lower signal intensity than yellow marrow, but the difference is smaller than
on T
1
-weighted SE images. On STIR as well as on fat-saturated SE images red mar-
row has a higher signal intensity than yellow marrow. On gradient echo images the
signal intensity depends strongly on the chosen value of the echo time T
E
. Since
red marrow contains almost equal fractions of fat and water protons, the net sig-
nal difference, which corresponds to the signal on opposed phase images where the
magnetizations of fat and water are oppositely oriented, is close to zero. On contrast-
enhanced images the T
1
relaxation time of red marrow equals more or less that of
yellow marrow. Hence, only very careful measurements of signal intensities can depict
the bone marrow blood supply [37].
With conventional imaging techniques including MRI, CT, radiographs, PET,
and scintigraphy, it is often difficult or even impossible to distinguish malignant from
osteoporotic or posttraumatic fractures [7, 5, 38, 39, 40, 41]. Vertebral metastases or
tumors can be well depicted on T
1
-weighted images because of the natural contrast
between the bright appearing fatty bone marrow (low T
1
relaxation time) and the
darker tumor tissue on T
1
-weighted images [42]. Furthermore, they can be seen as
enhancing regions on fat-saturated contrast-enhanced T
1
-weighted images, depending
on the vascularity of the underlying pathological process [20, 43]. Unfortunately, this
contrast can also be found in patients with increased blood neogenesis, where edema
and red marrow replace the regular adult bone marrow [44]. In Fig. 2.7, conventional
MR images acquired with a T
1
-weighted turbo spin-echo (TSE) and a STIR sequence
in a patient with a benign osteoporotic and a patient with a malignant vCF are
shown. The vCFs appears hypointense on the T
1
-weighted and hyperintense on the
STIR images in both pathologies. The differentiation between benign osteoporotic
and malignant vCFs can thus be very complicated on morphological images. The
analysis of contrast mechanisms like diffusion, see section 3, enables the investigation
of certain aspects of bone physiology. Their analysis might provide important new
insight into the pathogenesis of certain bone-marrow diseases, like vCFs. Hence, they
can potentially serve as a supplementary tool to differentiate benign and malignant
lesions. The analysis of diffusion-weighted imaging in the spine, focussing on vCFs,
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(a) Patient with an osteoporotic vCF in T7
(b) Patient with a malignant vCF in T7
Figure 2.7: Sagittal images of vCFs (indicated with arrows) acquired with a
T
1
-weighted TSE sequence (left side) and a STIR sequence (right side).
will be the main topic of this thesis.

Chapter 3
Diffusion-Weighted Imaging –
DWI
In this chapter, we first summarize the derivation of a general model of diffusion.
Afterwards, we analyze the effect of the self-diffusion of the protons on the MR signal.
We show how the self-diffusion can be measured using diffusion-sensitizing gradients
during the MR imaging process. Finally, we review the most prominent sequences
used for diffusion-weighted MRI and talk about their applications in clinical imaging,
focusing on the brain and the musculoskeletal system.
3.1 Diffusion – Theoretical Background
Diffusion is a process describing the statistical distribution of a given entity in space,
e.g. concentration or heat, caused by the random motion of small objects (atom,
molecules, charges). Since the motion is random the movement at one moment in
time cannot be correlated to the movement at any other moment in time. Hence,
diffusion causes a statistical distribution of these entities in space. The diffusion
coefficient is a macroscopic measure of the particle diffusion. It is usually measured
in terms of the flux of a tracer caused by a concentration gradient. In the case of
MRI, the diffusion-weighted contrast on the images is caused by the self-diffusion of
the water molecules.
Diffusion can be understood either on a macroscopic or a molecular level. Both
descriptions should be equal at large scales and long measurement times. On the
macroscopic level diffusion is governed by the diffusion equation (Fick’s 2nd law of
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diffusion)
@c(r; t)
@t
= Dr
2
c(r; t): (3.1)
D is the diffusion coefficient, describing the relationship between the temporal and
spatial evolution of the concentration. In Eq. (3.1) we assume that the diffusion
coefficient is constant and a scalar, i.e. isotropic diffusion. The diffusion equation can
also be used to analyze experiments involving self-diffusion. The diffusion equation
can be solved if the c(r; t) is known for all r at one t. Of particular interest is for
example the case of an initial delta function variation of the concentration. In this
case at t = 0 we have
c(r; 0) = AÆ(r) (3.2)
and all concentration is located at the origin. The solution of Eq. (3.1) is given by
c(r; t) = A
(
1
4Dt
)
3=2
exp( r  r=(4Dt)): (3.3)
The concentration located at the origin spreads out with time. The maximum is always
at the origin, but it extends farther as time goes on, as can be seen in Fig. 3.1. Using
Eq. (3.3), the average vector distance traveled between time 0 and t can be calculated
r =
∫
dr c(r; t) r
∫
dr c(r; t)
= 0: (3.4)
The mean square displacement, or the average of the square of the distance traveled
by a molecule in 3 dimensions
r  r = r
2
(t) =
∫
dr c(r; t) r  r
∫
dr c(r; t)
= 6 D  t: (3.5)
It can be seen in Eq. (3.5), that for a molecule to travel over a distance of order L
due to diffusion on average it takes an amount of time proportional to L2.
The observation in 1827 of the irregular motion of small particles immersed in a
fluid, the so-called Brownian motion, played almost no role in physics when the kinetic
theory of gases and the diffusion equation was developed. In 1905, Einstein [45] and
independently in 1906 Smoluchowski [46] showed theoretically that an explanation
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Figure 3.1: Distribution of c(r; t) in eq. (3.3) as a function of time in 2 dimen-
sions. The scale of c(r; t) is decreased by a factor of 1/10 for each increase of t
by a factor of 10. The diffusion coefficient was set to 0:002 mm2/s.
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of the Brownian motion based on kinetic theory shows that diffusion is the result
of Brownian motion. Einstein approached the problem of diffusion in two different
manners. Firstly, he assumed that Brownian particles are in thermal equilibrium and
the osmotic pressure is then given by the ideal gas equation
p =
RT
N
c; (3.6)
where c is the concentration, T the temperature in Kelvin, N is Avogadro’s number
and R is the gas constant. The particles are diffusing in the liquid in such way, that
the osmotic force originating from a concentration gradient is balanced by the viscous
force, slowing the motion of the particles according to hydrodynamics. The viscous
force Kc is proportional to the pressure gradient
Fc =
@p
@x
; (3.7)
and using Eq. (3.6) we get
Fc =
RT
N
@c
@x
: (3.8)
Using Stokes formula for the velocity, v , of a particle moving through a viscous
medium
F = 6av; (3.9)
where a is the radius of the particle and  the coefficient of dynamical viscosity, the
force F can be eliminated
6avc =
RT
N
@c
@x
: (3.10)
In Eq. (3.9) it can be seen, that cF=6a corresponds to the number of particles
crossing a unit area per unit time. This can be equated to  D(@c=@x) according to
Fick’s law. This leads to Einstein’s second equation
Fc
6a
= D
@c
@x
; (3.11)
and hence, using Eq. (3.8) the diffusion coefficient can be expressed as
D =
RT
N
1
6a
: (3.12)
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Combining Eq. (3.5) and Eq. (3.12), we get for the mean square displacement of a
Brownian particle
 =
p
t
√
kT
a
; (3.13)
where we used k = R=N.
Einstein connected this theory with the “irregular movement which arises from
thermal molecular movement”, making the following assumptions
1. the motion of each particle is independent of the others
2. the movements of one and the same particle after different intervals of time
are considered to be independent processes, as long as the consecutive time
interval is not chosen too small.
Under these conditions, the particles behave according to a continuous-time stochastic
process, named Wiener process, which corresponds to a random walk in the limit of
very small steps, see Fig. 3.2. If we assume to observe each particle at time points
; 2; : : : the number of particles whose displacement lies between  and  + d
corresponds to
dn = n()d; (3.14)
where
1∫
 1
()d = 1; () = ( ); (3.15)
n is the total number of particles, and the distribution function  is only different
from zero for small values of . () is defined effectively by Eq. (3.14) and describes
the probability distribution of the displacements. In one dimension, the value of the
concentration c(x; t) after the time  has elapsed is than given by
c(x; t + ) =
1∫
 1
c(x +; t)()d: (3.16)
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For small  and , c(x; t) can be expanded as a Taylor series
c(x; t) +
@c(x; t)
@t
 + : : : = c(x; t)
1∫
 1
()d+
@c(x; t)
@x
1∫
 1
()d
+
@
2
c(x; t)
@x
2
1∫
 1

2
2
()d+ : : :
(3.17)
Using Eq. (3.15) and neglecting higher order terms, this can be simplified to
@c(x; t)
@t
= D
@
2
c(x; t)
@x
2
; (3.18)
where
D =
1

1∫
 1

2
2
()d: (3.19)
Eq. (3.18) is equal to the diffusion equation in Eq. (3.1).
3.2 Diffusion-weighted Imaging
3.2.1 Derivation of the DWI Signal
In DWI, the process which is measured, is the self-diffusion of water, and the moving
entities are water molecules. Before the emergence of nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR), the self diffusion of water was measured using heavy water as a tracer.
Diffusion was measured in phantoms, containing deuterium [47] or tritium [48], based
on density measurements. However, the presence of the tracer might alter the diffusion
characteristics of the normal water. In contrast, in DWI the water molecules are in
effect labeled by the phase angle of the nuclear magnetic moment, as pointed out by
Carr et al. [49]“a more innocuous label would be difficult to imagine”. Hahn was the
first to describe, that the presence of a magnetic field gradient during a magnetic
resonance spin-echo experiment results in a signal attenuation due to the molecular
diffusion of the spins [50]. In 1954, Carr and Purcell [49] showed that the self-diffusion
coefficient could be determined using a SE sequence applying a field gradient during
the whole imaging process. Based on a random walk model for the movement of the
spins, they showed that the transversal magnetization in a spin-echo measurement
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N = 2000
(a)
N = 10000
(b)
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(d)
Figure 3.2: Simulation of the isotropic diffusion path of a water molecule as
a random walk with (a) 2000, (b) 10000, (c) 50000 and (d) 100000 steps.
The green point corresponds to the origin and the red point to the end of the
simulation. In plot (d) the scale of the axes has been increased by a factor of 2.
evolves as follows
M
?
(t) = M
0
exp
[
( t=T
2
) + ( 
2
G
2
Dt
3
=12)
]
: (3.20)
They performed a first measurement of the diffusion coefficient of water at 25Æ and
obtained a value of D = 2:5 ( 0:3)10 3 mm2/s. This method had strong experi-
mental limitations, since the magnetic field gradient, causing the diffusion weighting,
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was present during the whole spin-echo measurement. Therefore an increase of the
gradient strength, necessary to measure smaller and smaller values of the diffusion
coefficient, also increases the linewidth of the nuclear magnetic resonance, causing a
decrease of the amplitude of the echo after the 180Æ pulse. Furthermore, for measure-
ments of anisotropic diffusion coefficients, e.g. if diffusion is restricted by barriers such
as cell membranes, it is desirable to precisely fix the period during which diffusion is
observed and to keep it as short as possible. In order to overcome these limitations,
Stejskal and Tanner, in 1965 [51], developed the concept of using a pair of pulsed
field gradients. Thus, the gradient is switched off during the application of the RF
pulses and can be arbitrarily large at other times.
The theoretical description of the evolution of the magnetization in the presence
of diffusion was given by Torrey [52] in terms of the so-called Bloch-Torrey equations.
Following the notation of Abragam [53], the magnetization in the presence of diffusion
is given by:
@
~
M(~r ; t)
@t
= 
~
M 
~
H(~r ; t) 
M
x
~
i
0
+M
y
~
j
0
T
2
 
M
z
 M
0
T
1
~
k
0
+Dr
2
~
M; (3.21)
where~i 0; ~j 0 and ~k 0 are the unit vectors in x-, y- and z-direction. The extra term Dr2 ~M
represents the contribution of the diffusion to the rate of change of the magnetization
considered as a macroscopic fluid, behaving according to Eq. (3.1). In the presence
of a diffusion gradient, the static magnetic field vector is given by
B
z
= B
0
+
~
G  ~r ; (3.22)
where the vector ~G is assumed to be constant through the sample. The evolution of
the transverse magnetization M
?
= M
x
+ iM
y
in the absence of an RF pulse is then
given by
@M
?
@t
=  i!
0
M
?
 
M
?
T
2
  i(
~
G  ~r)M
?
+Dr
2
M
?
: (3.23)
Introducing 	(~r ; t) through M
?
= 	exp ( (i!
0
t   t=T
2
)), we get
@	
@t
=  i
(
~
G  ~r
)
	+Dr
2
	: (3.24)
In the absence of the diffusion term, the solution of Eq. (3.24) is given by
	 = A exp
(
 i~r 
~
F
)
; (3.25)
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with the boundary condition that 	 = A immediately following the 90Æ pulse and
~
F (t) =
t∫
0
~
G(t
0
)dt
0
: (3.26)
After the 180Æ pulse, at time t =  , the phase is inverted and therefore it follows
	 = A exp
[
 i~r  (
~
F   2
~
f )
]
; (3.27)
where ~f = ~F (). This can be written in a single expression
	 = A exp
{
 i~r 
[
~
F + (   1)
~
f
]}
; (3.28)
where
 = +1 for 0 < t <  (3.29)
 =  1 for t >  (3.30)
and we assume that 	(2) = A. Taking diffusion into account we set A ! A(t).
Substituting Eq. (3.25) into Eq. (3.24) yields
@A(t)
@t
=  
2
D
[
~
F + (   1)
~
f
]
2
A(t): (3.31)
Integration of both sides yields
ln
[
A(t)
A(0)
]
=  D
2

 t∫
0
F
2
dt   4
~
f 
t∫

~
Fdt + 4f
2
(t   )


: (3.32)
Eq. (3.32) can now be solved depending on the specific function for ~G(t). In the case
of a diffusion-weighted spin-echo sequence as shown in Fig. 3.3 the solution can be
calculated assuming for ~G(t):
~
G(t) = 0 when 0 < t < t
1
~
G(t) =  g
D
when t
1
< t < t
1
+ Æ < 
~
G(t) = 0 when t
1
+ Æ < t < t
1
+ > 
~
G(t) =  g
D
when t
1
+ < t < t
1
++ Æ < 2
~
G(t) = 0 when t
1
+ Æ + Æ < t:
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The first gradient pulse occurs at time t
1
and the second at time t
1
+. Furthermore,
we have assumed that the effects of field inhomogeneities and the slice selection
gradient are negligible. The echo occurs at t = 2 and the amplitude can be derived
by plugging ~G(t) into Eq. (3.32):
lnA
0
=  D
2
G
2
Æ
2
(
 
1
3
Æ
)
: (3.33)
Assuming that  = Æ =  , it can be seen, that this corresponds to the result of
Carr and Purcell in Eq. (3.20) for t = 2 . Another possibility would be to apply a
Figure 3.3: Conventional ”Stejskal-Tanner” spin-echo pulse sequence with the
slice selection and diffusion sensitive gradient applied along the same physical
dimension.
bipolar gradient pulse between the RF excitation pulse and the read-out gradient in
a gradient-echo sequence. Assuming a simple bipolar pulse of duration 2 
b
(i.e., of
amplitude G for 0  t < 
b
and amplitude  G for 
b
 t < 2
b
), it follows
t
00∫
0
G(t
0
)dt
0
=

Gt
00 for t 000 < 
b
 G(t
00
  2
b
) for 
b
< t
00
< 2
b
:
(3.34)
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Plugging this into Eq. (3.32), we get for t = 2 
b
lnA
0
(2
b
) =  D
2

b∫
0
G
2
t
002
dt
00
 D
2
2
b∫

b
G
2
(t
00
  2
b
)
2
dt
00
: (3.35)
Applying a change of variables in the second integral to u = 2
b
  t
00, the second
integration is equal to the first and the solution is given by
lnA
0
(2
b
) =  
2
3
D
2
G
2

3
b
: (3.36)
The reversed gradient causes the spins to reset their dephasing at the echo as the
refocusing pulse in the spin echo case. The diffusion coefficient measured in DWI is
usually referred to as the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC).
3.3 Applications of DWI
3.3.1 Pulse Sequences
In general, almost every type of pulse sequence can be modified for DWI by insertion
of additional diffusion-sensitizing gradients. The most important sequences used
nowadays for DWI will be briefly reviewed. An extensive overview was given by
Dietrich et al. [54].
SE and STE sequences: Historically, DWI was first performed with stimulated-echo
and spin-echo pulse sequences [55, 56, 57]. These sequences have the disadvantage,
that they require very long acquisition times, which causes a very high sensitivity to
motional artifacts.
Echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequences: Today, the standard sequence used in
DWI is the single-shot echo planar imaging sequence (EPI) [58]. Due to the very
fast read-out – an entire slice is acquired within about 100 ms – this sequence is
less sensitive to motional artifacts. However, EPI sequences are very sensitive to B
0
inhomogeneities and susceptibility variations. This limits the application of DW-EPI
in the body, especially for structures or organs found in the direct neighborhood
of air-filled spaces (e.g., the lungs) or bone-soft-tissue interfaces with substantially
different susceptibilities. Furthermore, due to the rapid T 
2
decay that occurs during
the acquisition of the gradient-echo train, the spatial resolution is limited to typically
128x128 pixels. Two ways exist to overcome these limitations. Firstly, to increase the
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resolution a segmented (or multi-shot) echo-planar readout can be applied, where
the acquisition of k-space is divided into several parts, reducing the length of the
echo-train per repetition interval. Secondly, the echo-train length can be reduced by
the application of parallel imaging techniques. Thus, geometric distortions can be
reduced and at the same time the spatial resolution can be increased.
Fast-spin-echo or turbo-spin-echo sequences: The diffusion-weighted single-shot
fast-spin-echo (or turbo-spin-echo) sequence acquires a train of spin echoes via the
successive application of a series of refocusing pulses after one excitation pulse.
Thus, as in the case of the EPI sequence, one image can be acquired in one shot,
with acquisition times in the order of 200 - 400 ms per image. These sequences are
also known as diffusion-weighted “rapid acquisition with relaxation enhancement”
(RARE) or“half-Fourier-acquisition single-shot turbo-spin-echo”(HASTE) sequences
[59, 60]. Being very fast, these sequences are relatively insensitive to motion,
but provide only limited spatial resolution of typically 128x128 pixels due to the
T
2
decay of the signal during the spin-echo train. In contrast to DW-EPI, these
sequences are insensitive to susceptibility variations due to the application of the
refocusing pulses, and are therefore well suited for DWI of the musculoskeletal system.
SSFP sequences: In section 4.4, we will derive the diffusion-weighted signal of a
steady-state free precession (SSFP) sequence. It will be shown, that the signal is a
complicated function not only of the ADC as for the other sequences, but also of
the relaxation times and sequence parameters. Therefore, the main application of
DW-SSFP has been the qualitative evaluation of diffusion-weighted images based on
the signal contrast between normal and abnormal tissue. Due to the short repetition
times of the DW-PSIF sequence in the order of 20-30 ms, it is rather insensitive to the
influence of bulk motion and also allows for the acquisition of diffusion-weighted 3D-
images [61]. In [62, 63] ADCs in phantoms were determined using the signal model
derived in section 4.4.
3.3.2 DWI of the Brain
The primary applications of diffusion imaging in the clinical routine is the early as-
sessment of injury in stroke [64]. A stroke of ischemic origin starts with a sudden
interruption of blood flow to a region of the brain, starting a cascade of destructive
events that ultimately lead to ischemic injury and infarction. The therapeutic win-
dow for delivering drugs to break up the embolus and restore flow before irreversible
damage has occurred, is the first hours after onset. In the very early acute stages
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of stroke, conventional MRI, such as T
1
-weighted, T
2
-weighted, or density-weighted
images, and computed tomography appear normal. These conventional techniques
show the area of the stroke only several hours after the event. However, DWI shows
a fall in the ADC within minutes of the interruption of blood flow [65]. In human
studies, the size of the lesion measured acutely with DWI correlated strongly with the
neurological deficit assessed 24h after the stroke onset [66]. Other disorders such as
status epilepticus [67] and spreading depression [68] also exhibit early changes in the
ADC. For this reason, DWI is widely used clinically for the early assessment of stroke
and other disorders and is also a standard technique for animal studies investigating
the patho-physiological changes involved in stroke.
The reason for the abrupt decrease of the ADC in stroke is not fully understood.
Early ideas were based on the hypothesis noted above, that the diffusion coefficient,
D, for intracellular water is substantially lower then the diffusion coefficient for extra-
cellular water, and that the measured ADC is a weighted average of these two different
values. The change in the ADC with stroke then could be a result of cytotoxic edema,
with a water shift from extracellular to the intracellular space, which would move the
average ADC toward the intracellular value [69, 10]. Other investigators have argued
on the basis of an observed bi-exponential behavior, that a simple averaging of D
values is not adequate to understand the ADC changes fully [70]. An alternative the-
ory is that the intracellular swelling increases the tortuosity of the diffusion paths in
the extracellular space, decreasing the extracellular ADC [71]. However, other data
indicate that D is reduced in both the intracellular and the extracellular compart-
ment [72, 73]. An alternative idea is that a part of the ADC of the intracellular water
results from active cytoplasmic motions driven by ATP-dependent mechanisms, and
that early in stroke these driven motions stop, leading to a reduced intracellular ADC
[74]. All of these mechanisms may play a role in reducing the measured brain ADC,
but a quantitative understanding of the phenomenon is still lacking. Exemplary images
obtained with a diffusion-weighted echo planar imaging sequence in a patient with a
posterior infarct are shown in Fig. 3.4. On the diffusion-weighted images, the infarct
appears brighter than the healthy tissue, while the ADC is significantly reduced.
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(a) T
1
-weighted (b) T
2
-weighted
(c) b = 0 (d) b = 500 s/mm2 (e) b = 1000 s/mm2
(f) ADC-map
Figure 3.4: Axial diffusion-weighted images obtained with a DW-EPI sequence
(c-e) and the corresponding ADC map of the brain of a patient with a posterior
infarct on the left side (indicated by the arrows). For reference the T
1
-weighted
and T
2
-weighted image of the same slice are shown.
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3.3.3 DWI of the Body
For many years, the use of DWI was restricted to the central nervous system, because
motion artifacts, primarily derived from bulk motion, and the challenging magnetic
environment outside the brain made it difficult to produce diffusion-encoded images
with sufficient image quality within a reasonable acquisition time. This situation, how-
ever, has significantly improved within the last decade and the technical limitations
of this demanding imaging technique could be surpassed. Rapid developments in MR
hardware and sequence technology, as described above, increased the robustness of
DWI and this diagnostic tool has now the potential to produce diffusion-weighted
images of diagnostic quality of tissues outside the brain within a reasonable time
span. Examples of studies that applied DWI successfully outside the brain include the
prostate [75], the breast [76], the liver [77] and the kidneys [78]. In the following,
we want to concentrate on the applications of DWI in the musculoskeletal system
(MSK) [79].
Non-quantitative DWI: Most applications of DWI to the MSK focused on the
spine. During recent years non-quantitative DWI was also applied outside the spine,
using a technique called diffusion-weighted whole-body imaging with background sup-
pression (DWIBS), which was introduced by Takahara et al. [80]. The aim of DWIBS
is to provide images that are comparable with PET. The primary focus is the sensitive
depiction of lesions and it was demonstrated that it is sensitive to bone-marrow lesions
as well [81, 82, 83]. It was also shown that whole-body DWI is superior to skeletal
scintigraphy in the detection of bone metastases [84]. The first applications of DWI
in the spine were based on the non-quantitative evaluation of the DW-PSIF sequence
in vertebral bodies. Baur et al. [12] differentiated between benign osteoporotic and
malignant vCFs based on the relative signal intensity of the affected vertebra. The
problems of differentiation between these pathologies based on conventional MRI
were discussed in section 2.5. It was demonstrated that benign osteoporotic fractures
appear hypointense or isointense on DW-PSIF images, while malignant fractures,
caused by bone-marrow tumors and metastases, appear hyperintense. Several similar
studies of non-quantitative DWI of vCFs were performed during recent years, most of
these being compatible with a general tendency to hypointensity in benign vertebral
fractures and to hyperintensity in malignant fractures [19, 18, 14, 85]. Exemplary
images acquired with a DW-PSIF sequence in patients with benign osteoporotic and
malignant fractures are shown in Fig. 3.5. Non-quantitative diffusion-weighted images
were also acquired with other sequences such as single-shot EPI [86], single-shot FSE
[39] or conventional SE or STE [13]. But in general, the signal behavior showed up
more clearly on images obtained with the DW-PSIF sequence.
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(a) Malignant fracture L5
(b) Osteoporotic fracture L1
Figure 3.5: Exemplary images of two vertebral fractures (indicated with arrows)
acquired with a DW-PSIF sequence with two different durations Æ of the diffusion
weighting gradient. For reference, the corresponding STIR image is shown on the
left. Sequence parameters were set to T
R
= 25 ms, G = 23 mT/m and  = 40Æ.
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An important factor in diffusion-weighted SSFP imaging is the influence of in- and
opposed-phase effects between the fat and water components, which will be explained
in section 4.1. These effects are particularly relevant for vBM, since it contains fat
and water fractions at the same order of magnitude, whereas most other tissues
consist of a single predominant component, see section 2.2. Thus, a small change
of the sequence timing, more precisely of T
E
, leads to a significant change of the
signal intensity of vBM relative to its surroundings; see Fig. 3.6, where this effect
is shown for two images of the spine acquired in the in- and opposed-phase state.
The original studies by Baur et al.[12, 87, 18] were based on a DW-PSIF sequence
with approximately opposed-phase readout. Measurements were performed at 1.5
T and the time interval between the echo readout and the center of the following
excitation pulse was set to 7.2 ms. The acquisition of images with a different setting
of this parameter might result in completely different signal properties, potentially
reducing the differentiability between vCFs and normal-appearing vBM. The exact
signal behavior of the DW-PSIF is as yet not fully understood and will be the topic
of this thesis in section 5.
Figure 3.6: DW-PSIF images of the spine acquired for different values of the
T
E
corresponding to the in- and opposed-phase.
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Quantitative DWI: Non-quantitative DWI has the disadvantage that the image
contrast and differentiation depends on the exact measurement setup, i.e. sequence
choice, strength of diffusion weighting, etc. Thus, the interpatient comparability as
well as the comparability of different studies is limited. In contrast, quantitative DWI
provides a measurement of a physical parameter that, theoretically, should be inde-
pendent of the acquisition technique, allowing ideally for the determination of univer-
sally valid cutoffs to differentiate between normal and abnormal tissues or different
pathologies. For quantification, two or more images with different diffusion weightings
are acquired, where the diffusion-weighting is given in terms of the b-value [s/mm2],
depending on the duration and amplitude of the diffusion gradient as well as on the
time period between the application of the diffusion gradients. The apparent diffusion
coefficient can be calculated from the signal curve of the diffusion-weighted images
using Eq. (3.32). Several studies applied quantitative DWI to normal and pathological
bone marrow. Typical values of the ADC in normal bone marrow are in the range of
0.2 to 0.5  10 3 mm2/s [88]. Partially, these variations are explained by the differ-
ent pulse sequences and diffusion weightings used in these studies. In addition, the
diffusion properties of bone marrow are also strongly dependent on the distribution
pattern of yellow and red marrow, and in particular on the fractions of fat and water.
The ADC of water was found to be about 3  10 3 mm2/s at body temperature
[89]. Only very few results exist with regard to the in vivo determination of the ADC
of protons in fat. Lehnert et al. [90] reported ADC values of 0.012 - 0.021  10 3
mm2/s in subcutaneous fat and similar values of 0.011 - 0.012  10 3 mm2/s in
yellow bone marrow. In the bone marrow of rat paws, Abadneh et al. [91] reported an
ADC of 0.018  10 3 mm2/s. Ward et al [92] reported ADC values of 0.2  10 3
mm2/s in red and 0.1  10 3 mm2/s in yellow marrow. These results suggest that
the ADC in fat is very close to zero and, hence, the most important difference with
respect to the applied pulse sequences is the use of fat saturation, which is required
for single-shot echo-planar imaging but is optional in combination with spin-echo or
fast-spin-echo techniques. Due to the very low ADC of fat, the calculated diffusion
coefficients of normal bone marrow are systematically decreased when fat satura-
tion is not applied. Typical values of the ADC determined without fat saturation
[93, 16, 14, 94, 95, 96, 97] are in the range of 0.2 to 0.3  10 3 mm2/s in contrast
to 0.3 to 0.5  10 3 mm2/s with fat saturation [15, 17, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102].
Several studies applied quantitative DWI to normal and pathological vertebral
bone marrow [15, 16, 17, 98, 103, 95, 96, 104]. Pathological bone marrow exhibits
much higher ADCs, ranging from about 0.7 to 1.0  10 3 mm2/s in metastases as
well as malignant fractures, and from about 1.0 to 2.0  10 3 mm2/s in osteoporotic
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or traumatic fractures [88]. Typical image examples are shown in Fig. 3.7. Although
the measured ADC may be indicative for benign or malignant lesions, a considerable
overlap has been described in several studies. In addition, ADC values of different
studies are not always comparable due to varying measurement setups, i.e. inclusion
of fat saturation, choice of b-values etc. In contrast to normal marrow the differences
induced by the use of fat saturation are smaller in lesions, since the relative fat
content is much lower there than in normal vBM. Theoretically the choice of the
b-values should not effect the calculation of the ADC-value, if the choice of the b-
value range covers most of the decay dynamics. However, this is not true in practice.
At very low b-values, the diffusion effect is known to be overestimated due to the
contribution of perfusion to the signal attenuation [105, 99]. On the other hand,
at high b-values, greater than 600 s/mm2, the ADC can be underestimated since
the signal intensities become dominated by noise. In the future, a consensus on the
optimum choice of the measurement parameters should be found.
The pathophysiological background of the described diffusion properties in vBM is
not yet fully understood. Currently, the most probable hypothesis is that the molecular
diffusion of water is substantially increased in osteoporotic fractures because of bone-
marrow edema and the disruption of the trabecular structure. In malignant vCFs, the
diffusion is partially restricted due to the high cellularity of tumor tissue [12].
(a) Malignant fracture L5 (b) Osteoporotic fracture L1
Figure 3.7: ADC-maps obtained with a fat-saturated DW-ssTSE sequence with
b-values of 100, 250, 400 and 600 s/mm2.
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Quantitative DWI has also been applied for the evaluation of degenerative disc
disease [106]. It may provide information about early changes of the pathophysiology
of the intervertebral disc and might be helpful to predict if or when disc bulging
occurs and if a non-surgical treatment could be successful. In contrast to the vertebral
bodies, the water content of the intravertebral discs is rather high, thus the SNR on
diffusion-weighted images is high and allows reliable diffusion measurements [107].
It was shown that the ADC of the annulus fibrosus is substantially lower than the
ADC of the nucleus pulposus and that the ADC shows a cranio-caudal gradient with
the ADC decreasing from the cervical spine downwards. In degenerated discs, the
ADCs were reported to be significantly decreased compared to the discs of healthy
volunteers. It was also shown, that mechanical load leads to a reduction of diffusion in
the disc and since diffusion is responsible for the nutrient supply, this might accelerate
disc degeneration [108].
Another important application of quantitative DWI is the differentiation of soft
tissue tumors. Since DWI reveals the microstructure of such masses it may be helpful
to distinguish benign masses from malignancy. In general, published results showed
that ADCs of soft-tissue malignancies are ranging from 0.6 to 1.4  10 3 mm2/s,
whereas ADCs in non-neoplastic soft-tissues such as muscle tissue are ranging from
1.5 to 1.8  10 3 mm2/s [109, 110]. As in the case of cCF some overlap exists
between benign soft-tissue tumors and soft-tissue malignancies such as lipomas, where
restricted diffusion is present due to the high amount of fatty tissue.
Further applications of quantitative DWI include therapy monitoring and treat-
ment planning, which are not discussed here.
Chapter 4
MR Signal Theory
In this chapter the basic features and applications of the Steady-State Free Precession
(SSFP) sequence are reviewed. SSFP is a special form of gradient echo imaging based
on the repetitive application of a radiofrequency (RF) pulse with a fixed flip angle
separated by a fixed time interval defined as the repetition time T
R
. First, a brief
introduction to the formation of the gradient echo signal (GRE) after the application
of a single RF pulse and its characteristics is given. Afterwards the signal of the SSFP
will be derived theoretically and the signal equations for the different sequences based
on the SSFP will be presented, and some exemplary applications will be shown. Finally,
the signal of the diffusion-weighted SSFP sequence will be derived and its general
dependence on the relaxation times and the ADC will be discussed.
4.1 Gradient-Echo Signal
In general, the simplest form of a gradient echo pulse sequence consists of a RF
pulse with an arbitrary flip angle followed by a signal measurement at the so-called
echo time T
E
after the RF pulse. In MRI this pattern is applied repeatedly at T
R
varying the gradient in the phase-encoding direction. In contrast to a spin-echo (SE)
sequence, where an echo is produced by the application of a pair of a 90 Æ and an
180
Æ RF pulse, a gradient echo is formed typically by the application of a pair of
bipolar gradient pulses. It is therefore described as a gradient recalled-echo (GRE)
or gradient echo. Usually a negative gradient lobe is applied prior to the frequency
encoding gradient so that a gradient echo forms at the center of data collection. At
the occurrence of the gradient echo the dephasing of the spins caused by the negative
gradient pulse is compensated by the positive gradient pulse and the net effect of the
gradients applied up to that time is zero. The prototype of such a pulse sequence is
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the FLASH (fast low-angle shot) sequence [111].
The term gradient echo imaging might be a bit misleading because it suggests
that these method uses gradient echos instead of RF echoes. But as will be shown
in the following not only a spin echo formed by a 90 Æ   180 Æ pulse pair, but also a
series of RF pulses with an arbitrary flip angle can produce a generalized echo [50].
In addition, gradient echoes are used for image acquisition in SE as well as GRE
imaging. The only difference between a SE and GRE is the inclusion of the 180 Æ
refocusing pulse in the SE sequence.
The absence of the refocusing pulse causes two important differences between
the GRE and SE signal. Firstly, the dephasing effects of field inhomogeneities are not
reversed and, accordingly, the GRE signal decays exponentially with increasing T
E
with the decay constant T 
2
in contrast to the SE signal decaying with T
2
. Usually,
T

2
is considerably smaller than T
2
and hence the T
E
of a GRE sequence should
be kept small, up to 30 ms in T 
2
weighted MRI. The second effect is caused by the
difference of the resonant frequencies of the hydrogen nuclei in fat and water, referred
to as the chemical shift [112]. Due to the absence of the refocusing pulse, fat and
water signals develop different phases and the net signal of a voxel containing fat
and water shows oscillations of the signal intensity with increasing T
E
. The extreme
cases with parallel and antiparallel alignment of the water and fat magnetization are
referred to as in-phase and out-of-phase condition. As we will show in section 5.7 this
effect can be used to estimate the fat/water content of tissues or to partly suppress
the signal from tissues containing fat.
The absence of the refocusing pulse allows for the use of significantly shorter
T
R
’s in GRE pulse sequences. Firstly, the absence of the 180 Æ pulse shortens T
R
and
secondly the RF exposure per T
R
is considerably smaller for a GRE sequence. Since
the deposited energy in the body is proportional to the square of the flip angle one
repetition of a SE pulse sequence deposits 45 times as much energy as one repetition
of the GRE sequence with a single 30 Æ RF pulse.
First, we want to derive the signal for a flip angle of 90 Æ. In this case the longi-
tudinal magnetization after application of the RF pulse is zero. For a long T
R
, much
greater than T
2
, the whole transverse magnetization generated by the previous RF
pulse has decayed away and the contrast characteristics of the GRE are similar to
the SE case. For a T
R
much longer than T
1
, the whole longitudinal magnetization
recovers and the image will therefore be proton-density-weighted for a short T
E
. De-
creasing the TR results in an increasing T
1
weighting of the image similar to the SE
sequence. Therefore except for the decay of the signal with T 
2
in contrast to T
2
the
contrast characteristics of the GRE and SE sequence are equivalent. For a short T
E
,
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the signal is given by
S(T
E
) = M
0
e
 T
E
=T

2
; (4.1)
where M
0
is the longitudinal equilibrium magnetization. In general, in addition to T
R
it is also possible to vary the flip angle  in a GRE sequence. Assuming the special
case of a spoiled GRE pulse sequence – the signal will be derived in section 4.2 – the
evolution of the contrast with varying  is shown in Fig. 4.1. First of all it can be
seen that for a long T
R
of 3000 ms the T
1
-weighting is rather small compared to the
a the shorter T
R
of 500ms. Furthermore, the contrast between the two components
with T
1
-values of 1000 and 500 ms is almost independent of . As expected at flip
angles close to 90 Æ the signal is strongly T
1
-weighted for a short T
R
. However a
reduction of the  yields a decrease of the T
1
-weighting. In the case of a small ,
the longitudinal magnetization needs less time to recover and accordingly the T
1
-
weighting decreases. Therefore, a GRE sequence offers the possibility to decrease the
T
1
-weighting by either increasing T
R
or decreasing  for a short T
R
in the order of
a few milliseconds.
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Figure 4.1: Signal behavior of a spoiled GRE sequence as a function of the flip
angle. Shown are the signals for to different values of T
R
. The blue lines corre-
spond to T
R
= 3000 ms and the red lines to 500 ms. The solid line corresponds
to a T
1
of 1000 ms and the dashed line to 500 ms, respectively.
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4.2 Spoiled Gradient Echo
Depending on the vendor of the manufacturer of the MR imager, different names exist,
the most common being SPGR or FLASH [111] and T
1
fast field echo (T1-FFE ). If
T
R
between the repetitive application of the RF pulses is decreased further to values
comparable or less than T
2
the transverse magnetization will not decay away before
the next RF pulse and the longitudinal magnetization will not be completely restored.
In the special case of a spoiled GRE sequence, the idea is to achieve a complete
dephasing of the transverse magnetization before the application of the following
RF pulse in each T
R
-cycle. This signal is referred to as the spoiled signal, which
consists only of the free induction decay (FID) without any echoes. The spoiling of
the transverse magnetization can be accomplished in a variety of ways. As in the case
of the SE sequence, a long T
R
could be chosen, so that the transverse magnetization
decays away before the next RF-pulse. But in order to enable short image acquisition
times, a different spoiling strategy exists. Firstly, a gradient spoiler at the end of each
cycle can be used, but are only effective if the gradient area varies from T
R
to T
R
interval. In this case the spoiling is spatially nonuniform, since the gradients produce
spatially varying fields. A second solution is the use of RF spoiling [113, 114], where
the phase of the RF excitation pulse is changed according to a predetermined phase-
cycling scheme. In general RF- and gradient-spoiling are combined to achieve almost
perfect spoiling.
Assuming perfect RF-spoiling, each RF pulse causes a transverse magnetization,
producing an FID that can be rephased into a GRE. Since the longitudinal magne-
tization does not completely relax to its equilibrium state during a T
R
-interval, the
transverse magnetization produced by the subsequent RF pulse is decreased compared
to the previous interval. After a few acquisitions, n  T
1
=T
R
, the longitudinal and
with it the tranversal magnetization reaches a steady state. In this state the effect
of the RF pulse is exactly compensated by the longitudinal relaxation. The spoiled
signal produced by the rephasing of the FID is given by
Sspoil = M0
sin()
(
1  e
 T
R
=T
1
)(
1  cos()e
 T
R
=T
1
)
e
 T
E
=T

2
: (4.2)
The flip angle that maximizes the signal of the spoiled GRE is called the Ernst
angle. It can be derived by setting the first derivative of Eq.(4.2) to zero:
E = arccos
(
e
 T
R
=T
1
)
= arccos(E
1
): (4.3)
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4.3 Steady-state Free Precession
In the case of a SSFP sequence no spoiling is applied. Therefore, the RF pulses do
not solely act on the longitudinal but also on the transverse magnetization. Much
of the magnetization in the imaging slice experiences a series of identical excitation
pulses with flip angle , evenly distributed in time by T
R
, see Fig. 4.2. The signal
after the next RF pulse will not solely consist of the FID as in the case of the SPGR.
The remaining transverse magnetization will have acquired different phases through
local field offsets and may hence be incoherent. But, since these offsets are the same
during each T
R
period, the RF pulse will produce echoes that will add up and together
produce a strong coherent signal before and after the RF pulse. After a few repetitions
the signal will approach a steady state. This condition producing a constant signal just
before or after the RF pulse is called steady-state free precession. In the following,
the characteristics of two types of sequences, acquiring either the signal before or
after the RF pulse, will be briefly discussed.
Figure 4.2: A train of RF excitation pulses used in the analysis of the GRE.
4.3.1 SSFP-FID and SSFP-Echo
The sequence diagram of an unspoiled SSFP-sequence is shown in Fig. 4.3. The SSFP-
FID, acquired by sequences known under acronyms such as FISP, FFE or GRASS,
corresponds to the FID-like signal forming just after each RF pulse. In general, thee
SSFP-FID sequence provides greater signal than the spoiled GRE, but at the cost of
reduced contrast. The SSFP-Echo, acquired by sequences known as PSIF, CE-FAST
or T2-FFE, corresponds to the time-reversed echo-like signal that forms just before
each RF pulse. In contrast to the spoiled GRE, the RF pulses are phase coherent
to avoid spoiling of the transverse magnetization and it is assumed that the phase
accumulated by the transverse magnetization is the same in each T
R
-interval. If these
conditions are met, steady states for the longitudinal and transverse magnetization
form [115, 116]. In the following, we will derive the signals of the SSFP-FID and
SSFP- Echo, shown as S in Fig. 4.4 [117].
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Figure 4.3: Sequence diagram of an SSFP-sequence recording the SSFP-FID.
Figure 4.4: Representation of the transverse steady state for SSFP sequence.
For the signal analysis of the SSFP-FID and -Echo we write the magnetization as
a vector
~
M(t) =


M
x
(t)
M
y
(t)
M
z
(t)

 ; (4.4)
The evolution of the magnetization is described by the Bloch equations given by
~
M(t) = D(t)
~
M(0) +M
0
(1  E
1
(t)) z^ ; (4.5)
where z^ is the unit vector in z-direction and E
1
(t) = e
 t=T
1 . Furthermore we intro-
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duce
D(t) 


e
 t=T
2
0 0
0 e
 t=T
2
0
0 0 e
 t=T
1

 (4.6)
describing the T
2
-relaxation of the magnetization. The following analysis is valid for
an isochromat of spins, where macroscopic spin phase effects can be ignored. After
having derived the equilibrium equations, we will consider a voxel instead of the
isochromat, leading to the replacement of T
2
by T 
2
. In the interval between two RF-
pulses the transverse magnetization precesses freely and it will obtain an additional
phase due to static field inhomogeneities and the applied gradient fields. A necessary
condition to establish a steady-state is that the gradient area in each T
R
-interval
is constant. Thus, the phase encoding gradient has to be rewinded. The precession
angle is defined as
(t) = B  t + ~r
t∫
0
~
G(t)dt (4.7)
where the two terms are the static and gradient field inhomogeneity-induced resonance
offset angles, respectively. Considering the free precession in Eq. (4.5) , defining
t
0
= t   nT
R
and n as the time nT
R
, the evolution of the magnetization in a T
R
-
interval for nT
R
 t  (n + 1)T
R
is given by
~
M(n; t
0
) = D(t
0
)P (t
0
)
~
M(n; 0) +M
0
(
1  E
1
(t
0
)
)
z^ : (4.8)
P (t
0
) represents the free precession of the transverse magnetization and is defined as
P (t
0
) 


cos ((t
0
)) sin ((t
0
)) 0
  sin ((t
0
)) cos ((t
0
)) 0
0 0 1

 : (4.9)
Combining Eq. (4.6) and (4.9) the evolution during each T
R
-interval is given by
F
P
(t
0
) = D(t
0
)  P (t
0
) (4.10)
=


cos ((t
0
))E
2
(t
0
) sin ((t
0
))E
2
(t
0
) 0
  sin ((t
0
))E
2
(t
0
) cos ((t
0
))E
2
(t
0
) 0
0 0 E
1
(t
0
)

 ; (4.11)
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where we defined E
2
(t
0
) = exp ( t
0
=T
2
). We assume that the RF pulse is applied
along the x-axis of the rotating frame of reference. It corresponds to a clockwise
rotation with flip angle  about x^ and is defined as
R
x
() 


1 0 0
0 cos() sin()
0   sin() cos()

 : (4.12)
Hence, the magnetization ~M+ after the application of the RF pulse is given by
~
M
+
(n + 1) = R
x
()
~
M
 
(n); (4.13)
and ~M  just before the application follows as
~
M
 
(n) = F
P
(T
R
)
~
M
+
(n   1) +M
0
(1  E
1
(T
R
))z^ : (4.14)
In order to find the steady-state value of the magnetization M we set ~M (n) =
~
M
 
(n   1) and n!1 yields
~
M
 
(1) = F
P
(T
R
)
~
M
+
(1) +M
0
(1  E
1
(T
R
))z^
~
M
 
(1) = F
P
(T
R
)R
x
()
~
M
 
(1) +M
0
(1  E
1
(T
R
))z^
~
M
 
(1) = [I   F
P
(T
R
)R
x
()]
 1
M
0
(1  E
1
(T
R
))z^ ; (4.15)
where I corresponds to the identity matrix. Accordingly setting ~M+(n) = ~M+(n 1)
for n!1 we get
~
M
+
(1) = R
x
()
~
M
 
(1)
~
M
+
(1) = R
x
()F
P
(T
R
)
~
M
+
(1) +R
x
()M
0
(1  E
1
(T
R
))z^
R
x
()
 1
~
M
+
(1) = F
P
(T
R
)
~
M
+
(1) +M
0
(1  E
1
(T
R
))z^
~
M
+
(1) =
[
R
 1
x
()  FP (T
R
)
]
 1
M
0
(1  E
1
(T
R
))z^ : (4.16)
Rotation matrices satisfy the following equation, R 1 = RT , and therefore
R
 1
x
() =


1 0 0
0 cos()   sin()
0 sin() cos()

 : (4.17)
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Now we can evaluate
[
R
 1
x
()  FP (T
R
)
]
 1
z^ =


1  E
2
(T
R
) cos()  E
2
(T
R
) sin() 0
E
2
(T
R
) sin() cos()  E
2
(T
R
) cos()   sin()
0 sin() cos()  E
1
(T
R
)


 1
z^ :
(4.18)
The evaluation of Eq. (4.18)1 in Eq. (4.16) and (4.15) yields
~
M
+
(1) =
M
0
(1  E
1
(T
R
))
D

E
2
(T
R
) sin() sin()
sin()(1  E
2
(T
R
) cos())
E
2
(T
R
)(E
2
(T
R
)  cos()) + (1  E
2
(T
R
) cos()) cos()

 ; (4.19)
and
~
M
 
(1) =
M
0
(1  E
1
(T
R
))
D

M
+
x
(1)
E
2
(T
R
) sin()(cos()  E
2
(T
R
))
cos()(1  E
2
(T
R
) cos()) + E
2
(T
R
)(E
2
(T
R
)  cos())

 ; (4.20)
where
D =(1  E
1
(T
R
) cos())(1  E
2
(T
R
) cos())
  E
2
(T
R
)(E
1
(T
R
)  cos())(E
2
(T
R
)  cos()):
(4.21)
The signal is a function of , T
1
, T
2
and . The dependence of the signal on  and
 is shown in Fig. 4.5. It can be seen that in the case of a small flip angle a large
signal response is only achieved for  close to 0Æ or 360Æ. For larger flip angles a
high signal is achieved for a wide range of  values centered around  = 180Æ. Since
the static field varies as a function of position,  is function of position in the image.
Usually, it is assumed that the field variations over a single voxel can be neglected.
1
A
 1
=


a b c
d e f
g h i


 1
=
1
det(A)


ei   f h ch   bi bf   ce
f g   di ai   cg cd   af
dh   eg bg   ah ae   bd


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Due to the variation of (~r) across the object the uniformity of the reconstructed
image will be degraded.
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Figure 4.5: Plot of the magnitude signal jMj+ as a function of the precession
angle  for values of  of 10Æ and 70Æ. T
R
was set to 10 ms and T
E
was assumed
to be 0.
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The above equations are valid for isochromats with an effective resonance offset
. In typical imaging sequences the gradients are turned off and on and hence the
resonance frequency is itself a function of time. To account for these effects a convo-
lution analysis will be performed [118]. The phase angle acquired by an isochromat
of spins is given by
!t =
t∫
0
!(t
0
)dt
0
: (4.22)
The total off-resonance dephasing between two pulses is than defined as
  !T
R
=
T
R∫
0
!(t
0
)dt
0
: (4.23)
The transverse magnetization can also be expressed in complex notation
M
?
= M
y
+ iM
x
(4.24)
Using this notation the transverse magnetization in Eq. (4.19) can be written as
M
+
?
=
M
0
(1  E
1
(T
R
))
D
sin()
[
1  E
2
(T
R
)e
 i
]
(4.25)
In the subsequent repetition interval the evolution of M
xy
(t) is given by
M
?
(t) =M
+
?
E
2
(t) exp(i!t)) (4.26)
=
M
0
(1  E
1
)
D
sin()
[
E
2
(t) exp(i!t)
  E
2
(t + T
R
) exp(i!(t + T
R
))
]
;
(4.27)
and the signal at the end of the interval is given by
M
 
?
=
M
0
(1  E
1
(T
R
))
D
sin()E
2
(T
R
)
(
e
i
  E
2
(T
R
)
)
: (4.28)
It can be seen that the transverse magnetization is the sum of two components. The
first is the FID component which is ”in-phase”at t = 0 and is dephasing afterwards.
The second is called the echo rephasing at t T
R
= 0, i.e. at the end of each interval
[119]. The steady- state signal can now be calculated via the integration of Eq. (4.27)
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over all inhomogeneities in the sample. We get
S(t) =
∫
1
 1
M
?
(t;!)g(!)d(!); (4.29)
where g(!) is the spin distribution function. Plugging (4.27) into (4.29) yields
S(t) =
M
0
(1  E
1
(T
R
))
p
sin()
[
E
2
(t)
∫
1
 1
g(!)e
i!t
1  (q=p) cos(!T
R
)
d(!)
  E
2
(t + T
R
)
∫
1
 1
g(!)e
i!(t T
R
)
1  (q=p) cos(!T
R
)
d(!)
]
;
(4.30)
where we have used
p = 1  E
1
(T
R
) cos()  E
2
(T
R
)
2
(E
1
(T
R
)  cos()) (4.31)
q = E
2
(T
R
) (1  E
1
(T
R
))(1 + cos()) : (4.32)
Assuming that jpj > jqj for all  and T
2
< T
1
, the denominator in Eq. (4.30) can
be written as geometrical series
(
1 
(
q
p
cos(T
R
))
 1
= 1 +
1∑
n=1
(
q
p
)
n
cos
n
(T
R
) (4.33)
and as shown in [119] the integral can be solved and the amplitudes of the signals
are given by
SFID =
M
0
(1  E
1
(T
R
))
p
sin()(u   E
2
(T
R
)v) (4.34)
SEcho =
M
0
(1  E
1
(T
R
))
p
sin()(E
2
(2T
R
)u   E
2
(T
R
)v): (4.35)
The terms u and v are given by
u = 1 +
1∑
m=1
(
q
2p
)
2m
(
2m
m
)
(4.36)
v =
1
2
1∑
m=1
(
q
2p
)
2m 1
(
2m
m
)
: (4.37)
Both summations converge since jpj > jqj. The FID and echo signal are both a com-
bination of coincident responses, primary, secondary and stimulated echoes. Closed
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expressions of (4.34) and (4.35) where defined in [120]
SFID = M0 tan
(

2
)
(1  (E
1
(T
R
)  cos()  r) (4.38)
SEcho = M0 tan
(

2
)
(1  (1  E
1
(T
R
) cos())  r) (4.39)
with:
r =
1  E
2
(T
R
)
2√
p
2
  q
2
=
√
1  E
2
2
(1  E
1
cos())
2
  E
2
2
(E
1
  cos()
2
)
: (4.40)
It is assumed that the SSFP-FID and the SSFP-Echo do not overlap substantially
in the readout window. The evolution of the signal of the SFID and the SEcho is
shown in Fig. 4.6. The flip angle corresponding to the maximum signal depends on
the relaxation times. In addition the signal amplitude increases with decreasing T
1
and with increasing T
2
. In general the signal evolution is more complicated than in
the spoiled case, but there are some simple limiting cases. If T
R
 T
2
, then E
2
is
negligible and p ! (1  E
1
cos()) and q ! 0. Therefore the SSFP-Echo ! 0 and
using tan(x=2) = sin(x)=(1 + cos(x))
SFID ! M0 sin()
(1  E
1
)
1  E
1
cos()
; T
R
 T
2
(4.41)
corresponding to the spoiled case Eq. (4.2) up to factor of e TE=T

2 . If the SSFP-FID
is rephased as a GRE at time T
E
, the two expressions become identical.
In general the spoiled GRE, SSFP-FID and SSFP-Echo all provide substantially
different contrast behavior. At intermediate and high flip angles, spoiled GRE pro-
vides considerable T
1
-weighting and dark fluid signal, whereas SSFP-FID provides
less contrast but bright fluid signal. For fixed imaging parameters, the signal of the
SSFP-FID is greater than the spoiled GRE signal. The SSFP-Echo signal provides
greater T
2
-weighting compared to the SSFP-FID, especially at intermediate and high
flip angles. In the special case of  = 90Æ, the ratio of both signals is given by
SEcho
SFID
=
1 
√(
1  E
2
2
)
=
(
1  E
2
1
E
2
2
)
1  E
1
√(
1  E
2
2
)
=
(
1  E
2
1
E
2
2
) : (4.42)
In the case of T
R
 T
1
this yields the following relationship
SEcho
SFID
 E
2
2
= e
 2T
R
=T
2
; T
R
 T
1
; (4.43)
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showing that the SSFP-Echo is mainly the refocused SSFP-FID from the previous
T
R
-interval with a T
E
= 2 T
R
. As has been shown in [121] the combined acquisition
of the SSFP-FID and SSFP-Echo might be applied for T
2
-quantification.
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Figure 4.6: Evolution of the SSFP-FID and SSFP-Echo signal for different values
of the relaxation times T
1
and T
2
for water protons (upper plot, T
1
= 850 ms, T
2
= 90 ms) and fat protons (lower plot, T
1
= 300 ms, T
2
= 150 ms) as function
of the flip angle . T
R
was set to 10ms.
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4.3.2 Balanced SSFP Sequence
The balanced SSFP sequence [122] (TrueFISP, FIESTA) is a special case of the SSFP
sequence where the gradient area on any axis is not only equal during each T
R
-interval
but is also balanced, i.e. the area along each gradient axis is zero . If this condition is
satisfied the SSFP-Echo and the SSFP-FID rephase at the same time TE and the so
called balanced SSFP (bSSFP) signal is the coherent sum of the two signals. Since
all gradients are rephased, !  t = 0 and if we assume that our excitation pulse is
around the y-axis we get for the steady-state magnetization if rephased at the center
of the T
R
-interval [123]
M
bSSFP
= M
0
√
E
2
(T
R
)(1  E
1
) sin())
1  (E
1
  E
2
) cos()  E
1
E
2
; (4.44)
where we have assumed an alternating phase of the RF excitation pulses. In contrast
to the spoiled GRE the signal is multiplied with a factor e TE=T2 . The optimal flip
angle depends on T
1
and T
2
and is given by
cos() =
T
1
=T
2
  1
T
1
=T
2
+ 1
; (4.45)
which results in a signal amplitude of [124]
M
bSSFP
=
1
2
M
0
√
T
2
=T
1
: (4.46)
The maximum achievable signal approaches 50% ofM
0
, therefore offering the highest
possible SNR per unit time of all sequences. For an optimized flip angle the images
are T
2
=T
1
-weighted. This type of mixed contrast has only limited application for diag-
nostic imaging, but is especially useful in applications, where fast image acquisitions
are necessary such as functional and morphological cardiac imaging.
4.4 Formation of the SSFP Signal in the Presence of Dif-
fusion
The signal of the SSFP sequence was derived in section 4.3. It was shown that the
signal of the SSFP-Echo is a complicated sum of a spin echo and of many stimulated
echoes. The diffusion-weighted signal of a spin-echo sequence was derived above.
In this case, the diffusion attenuation is mainly limited by the echo time, which
is especially important for short-T
2
tissues. It was shown in [55] that the diffusion
sensitivity can be increased by extending the diffusion time  with a stimulated-echo
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(STE) pulse sequence. The lowest-order STE forms after the third pulse. Therefore
the diffusion time is longer than with the SE pulse sequence. Between the second and
third pulse, relaxation is governed by T
1
relaxation only, hence, no significant signal
loss due to relaxation occurs.
The method that is most sensitive to diffusion is therefore the SSFP sequence
since it combines both SE and a sum of STEs. Therefore the signal formation is
more complicated than in the simple SE and STE case. A first analysis of the ef-
fects of a constant field gradient on the SSFP signal in the context of NMR was
performed by Kaiser et al. [125]. In the special case of a 90Æ pulse, only the spin echo
and the primary stimulated echo contribute to the signal, leading to a bi-exponential
signal attenuation [126]. Le Bihan et al. [127] derived the signal by incorporating
diffusion effects in the steady state equations of the SSFP. In this analysis, however,
the diffusion effect on higher order echos is not considered correctly. The first com-
plete analysis of the diffusion-weighted SSFP signal was provided by Wu and Buxton
[128]. In the following, the derivation of the DW-SSFP signal by Wu and Buxton will
be summarized briefly. An alternative approach was described by Carney et al.[129]
allowing for the implementation of arbitrary diffusion gradient profiles.
The DW-SSFP sequence corresponds to a series of RF pulses with a flip angle 
around the x-axis separated by T
R
. During each repetition, a single diffusion-gradient
pulse of magnitude G and duration Æ is applied at a time  after the RF pulse. For
simplicity, we assume that this is the only source of acquired precession, ignoring the
effects of the gradients used for slice selection and k-space encoding. Accordingly, the
position dependent precession angle is given by
(~r) =  
~
G  ~rÆ: (4.47)
Therefore, the position vector after application of the gradient can be substituted by
the precession angle  and the magnetization can be expressed as a Fourier series. We
will derive expressions for the evolution of the magnetization before, during and after
the application of the diffusion gradient and determine the coefficients of the Fourier
series using boundary conditions. The evolution of the transverse magnetization in
the presence of diffusion was derived in Eq. (3.23). We rewrite M
?
(~r ; t) as M
?
(; t)
and for the different time intervals we set
M
?
(; t) =


(; t) exp( t=T
2
) 0  t  
(; t) exp( i
~
G  ~r  (t   )  t=T
2
)   t  + Æ
(; t) exp( i
~
G  ~r  Æ   t=T
2
) + Æ  t  T
R
(4.48)
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Using the substitution of Eq. (4.47) in Eq. (3.23) we get for the first interval 0  t  
@
@t
= D(GÆ)
2
@
2

@
2
: (4.49)
This equation can be easily solved in Fourier space and the solution is the following
Fourier integral
(; t) =
∫
+1
 1
a(k) exp
[
 D(GÆ)
2
k
2
t)
]
exp(ik)dk; (4.50)
for 0  t  . Similarly, we get
(; t) =


∫
+1
 1
a
0
(k) exp
[
 
1
3
DÆ(GÆ)
2
(
k  
t   
Æ
)
3
]
 exp(ik) dk for   t  + Æ∫
+1
 1
a
00
(k) exp
[
 DÆ(GÆ)
2
(k + 1)
2
t
]
 exp(ik)dk for + Æ  t  T
R
:
(4.51)
The Bloch equation for the longitudinal equation is given by
@M
z
@t
=
M
0
 M
z
T
1
+Dr
2
M
z
: (4.52)
If we define
M
z
(; t) = M
0
+ (; t) exp( t=T
1
); (4.53)
in Eq.(4.52) the solution for 0  t  TR is given by
(; t) =
∫
+1
 1
c(k) exp( D(GÆ)
2
k
2
t) exp(ik)dk; (4.54)
assuming that M
0
is spatially uniform. Since M
?
is a periodic function of  and M
z
is an even periodic function when the gradient is off, the Fourier integrals can be
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reduced to a Fourier series
M
?
(; t) =

e
 t=T
2
+1∑
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a(k) exp
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 D(GÆ)
2
k
2
t
]
e
ik
0  t  
e
 =T
2
+1∑
k= 1
a
0
(k) exp
[
 
1
3
DÆ(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2
k
3
]
e
ik
t = 
e
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2
+1∑
k= 1
a
0
(k) exp
[
 
1
3
DÆ(GÆ)
2
(k + 1)
3
]
e
i(k+1)
t = + Æ
e
 t=T
2
+1∑
k= 1
a
00
(k) exp
[
 D(GÆ)
2
(k + 1)
2
t
]
e
i(k+1)
+ Æ  t  T
R
(4.55)
and
M
z
(; t) = M
0
+ e
 t=T
1
1∑
k=0
c(k) exp
[
 D(GÆ)
2
k
2
t
]
cos(k) 0  t  T
R
:
(4.56)
The magnetization is a continuous function leading to the following boundary condi-
tions
M
?
(; 
 
) = M
?
(; 
+
) (4.57)
M
?
(; + Æ
 
) = M
?
(; + Æ
+
): (4.58)
The orthogonality of e ik implies the following relationships between the Fourier
coefficients
a(k) exp
[
 D(GÆ)
2
k
2

]
= a
0
(k) exp
[
 
1
3
DÆ(GÆ)
2
k
3
]
(4.59)
a
0
(k) exp
[
 
1
3
DÆ(GÆ)
2
(k + 1)
3
]
= a
00
(k) exp
[
 D(GÆ)
2
(k + 1)
2

]
; (4.60)
yielding
a
0
(k) = a(k)G
2;k
with G
2;k
= exp
[
 D(GÆ)
2
k
2
(
 
kÆ
3
)]
(4.61)
a
00
(k) = a(k)H
2;k
with H
2;k
= exp
[
D(GÆ)
2
(
Æ
(
k +
2
3
)
+ (2k + 1)
)]
:
(4.62)
Since the RF pulse is applied along the x-axis at t = 0 the x-component of the
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transverse magnetization is an odd function while the y-component is even. Thus
all coefficients a(k), and consequently all a0(k) and a00(k) are imaginary. Defining
b
k
=  ia(k); b
k
2 R the x- and y-component can be written as
M
x
(; t) =


 
1∑
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k
E
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E
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Æ
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b
k
E
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R
(4.63)
M
y
(; t) =
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E
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R
(4.64)
and the z-component as
M
z
(; t) = M
0
+
1∑
k=0
c
k
E
1;k
(t) cos(k) for 0  t  T
R
; (4.65)
where
E
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(t) = exp
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2
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)
; (4.66)
E
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E
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Finally we can apply the steady-state condition yielding


M
x
(; T
 
R
)
M
y
(; T
 
R
)
M
z
(; T
 
R
)

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
1 0 0
0 cos()   sin()
0 sin(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)

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

M
x
(; 0
+
)
M
y
(; 0
+
)
M
z
(; 0
+
):

 (4.70)
Based on these equations, the coefficients b
k
and c
k
can be determined. For the
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x-component we get
1∑
k= 1
b
k
E
2;k
(0) sin(k) =
1∑
k= 1
b
k 1
E
00
2;k 1
(T
R
) sin(k): (4.71)
This condition must hold for all values of  and therefore taking into account the
orthogonality of sin(k) and cos(k) and E
2;k
= 0 and setting E
i ;k
(T
R
) = E
i ;k
we
get for each p = jk j
b
p
  b
 p
= b
p 1
E
00
2;p 1
  b
p 1
E
00
2;p 1
for p > 0: (4.72)
For the y- and z-component similar conditions follow. In summary the coefficients
must satisfy the following equations:
For p = 0:
 b
 1
E
2; 1
+ b
0
cos()  c
0
sin() = M
0
sin() (4.73)
b
0
sin() + c
0
[cos()  E
1;0
] = M
0
[1  cos()] (4.74)
For p > 0:
c
p
=
(b
p
+ b
 p
) sin()
E
1;p
  cos()
(4.75)
and using Eq. (4.72) and (4.75)
b
p
(cos() + 1) (E
1;p
  1) + b
 p
(cos()  1) (E
1;p
+ 1)
= 2b
p 1
E
00
2;p 1
(E
1;p
  cos())
(4.76)
b
p
(cos()  1) (E
1;p
+ 1) + b
 p
(cos() + 1) (E
1;p
  1)
= 2b
 p 1
E
00
2; p 1
(E
1;p
  cos()):
(4.77)
The structure of these equations suggests a solution in the form of two series
b
p
= F
p
b
p 1
and b
 p 1
= F
p
b
 p
; p > 0: (4.78)
The first series begins with b
0
and contains the b
p
, while the second series begins
with b
 1
and contains the b
 p
. Eq. (4.73) provides the link between both starting
values. Plugging Eq. (4.78) into (4.76) and (4.77) two equations for b
p
and b
 p
arise.
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Solving the linear system of equations yields the following quadratic equation for F
p
F
2
p
  2F
p
1  E
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cos(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00
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00
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E
00
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(cos(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+
E
00
2;p 1
E
00
2; p 1
= 0:
(4.79)
The product of both roots equals E00
2;p 1
=E
00
2; p 1
> 0 and thus both roots are
positive. The solutions of Eq. (4.73) to (4.77) can be determined. Starting with
Eq. (4.76) for p = 1 we get
b
 1
= b
0
2E
2;0
(E
1;1
  cos()) + (cos() + 1) (1  E
1;1
)
(cos()  1) (E
1;1
+ 1)
: (4.80)
This can be simplified using Eq. (4.79)
b
 1
= b
0
F
1
  E
2;0
1  F
1
E
2; 2
: (4.81)
Since F
1
< E
2;0
< 1, this shows that the starting values and consequently all mem-
bers of the two series b
p
and b
 p
are of opposite sign. Eq. (4.73) and (4.74) and
(4.81) can now be solved and we get
b
0
= M
0
(1  E
1;0
) sin()
(1  F
1
E
00
2; 2
)
r   F
1
s
; (4.82)
b
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) sin(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00
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; (4.83)
c
0
=
M
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(1  cos())  b
0
sin()
cos()  E
1;0
; (4.84)
where
r = 1  E
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cos() + E
00
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) (4.85)
s = E
00
2; 2
(1  E
1;0
cos()) + E
00
2; 1
(cos()  E
1;0
) : (4.86)
All b
p
and b
 p
can now be determined by repeated application of Eq. (4.78). The
c
p
then follow from Eq. (4.75). If we assume that the precession angle in each voxel
is distributed uniformly from 0 to 2 the average magnetization within each voxel
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immediately after the RF pulse (corresponding to the SSFP-FID (4.38)) is given by
hM
y
(0
+
) i =
1
2
2∫
0
M
y
(; 0
+
)d = b
0
(4.87)
hM
x
(0
+
) i = 0; (4.88)
and the signal immediately before the RF pulse (corresponding to the SSFP-Echo
(4.39)) by
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y
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 
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2∫
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 
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)d = b
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E
00
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(T
R
) (4.89)
hM
x
(0
 
) i = 0: (4.90)
The signal immediately after the RF pulse consists of the FID and multiple-path
echoes, and only the echoes are affected by diffusion. The signal before the RF pulse
is made purely of echoes and thus the entire signal is affected by diffusion. In Fig. 4.7
the behavior of both signals as a function of the flip angle is shown. The signal is
maximized for   40Æ. The DW-SSFP-FID signal amplitude is roughly twice the
amplitude of the DW-SSFP-Echo signal. However the diffusion sensitivity is more
pronounced in the case of the DW-SSFP-Echo. In the case of the DW-SSFP-FID the
signal decreases by 38% when increasing the duration of the diffusion gradient from
 = 0:5 to 9.0 ms. In the case of the DW-SSFP-Echo a signal drop of 76% can be
observed. Therefore the DW-SSFP-Echo, known also as DW-PSIF, is better suited
to measure diffusion-weighted images with a SSFP sequence and in the following we
will concentrate on the DW-PSIF signal. Buxton [62] provided a compact notation
of the DW-PSIF signal assuming  = 0, which we corrected for errors2
M
 
?
=  
M
0
(1  E
1
)E
2
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1=3
2
(
F
1
  E
2
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1
A
 2=3
2
)
sin()
r   F
1
s
(4.91)
2The signs in the exponents of A
2
and A
1
were inverted, in the numerator the first A 2=3
2
was
substituted by A1=3
2
, and in the formula of s, the last 1 was substituted by E
1
.
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A better understanding of the strong diffusion sensitivity of the DW-PSIF signal can
be obtained via a simplified partition analysis of the magnetization [130, 125, 62]. It
is assumed that spins dephased by the diffusion-gradient are rephased by a second
diffusion gradient later in the sequence scheme; however, not necessarily during the
subsequent repetition interval. This is illustrated in the pictorial phase diagram in
Fig. 4.8 [131]. The first diffusion gradient (gray box) adds an extra phase to the spins
(indicated by the first ramp in the diagram). The next RF pulse partially reverts the
phase, leaves other spins in their current state and rotates a fraction of the spins into
the longitudinal direction (indicated by the gray line; these spins cannot be dephased
by the following gradient and are only effected by longitudinal relaxation). Only the
reverted spins form the first spin echo, SE
1
, after the second diffusion gradient and
the diffusion-sensitizing duration  = T
R
; the other spins remain dephased in evolve
further until the next RF pulse acts on them. Again, some spins are flipped by 180Æ,
some are left unchanged, and some are moved from the longitudinal direction back
into the traversal plane. The last group forms the first stimulated echo (STE
1
) in the
following cycle and has experienced a diffusion-sensitizing duration of  = 2T
R
. Other
spins are rephased even later. The steady-state that establishes after a number of RF
pulses is therefore a combination of echoes which have experienced very different
diffusion-sensitizing durations. Hence, the calculation of the signal of the DW-PSIF
is very complicated as shown above and is a complicated function of not only the
diffusion coefficient D but also the relaxation times T
1
and T
2
as well as of the
sequence parameters T
E
, T
R
and . Typical T
R
are in the range of 20   30 ms
and, consequently, a relatively fast image acquisition is possible. Therefore, the SSFP
sequence is relatively insensitive to the influence of bulk motion. Based on the signal
function in Eq. (4.91), the variation as a function of the relaxation times and the
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input parameters was simulated and the results are shown in Fig. 4.9. It can be seen in
(a) that the degree of diffusion weighting is decreasing with an increasing longitudinal
relaxation time. In contrast, for an increasing value of the transverse relaxation time
the signal attenuation due to the diffusion gradient is increasing (b). As expected for
increasing values of D the signal attenuation as a function of the diffusion gradient
duration is strongly increased.
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Figure 4.7: Simulation of the transverse magnetization of a diffusion-weighted
SSFP sequence as a function of the flip angle for different durations of the diffu-
sion gradient. In (a) the magnetization immediately after and in (b) immediately
before the RF pulse are shown. Assumed parameters are T
1
= 1000ms, T
2
= 125
ms, T
R
= 25 ms, D = 3:0 10 3 mm2/s,  = 1 ms and G = 23 mT/m.
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Figure 4.8: Phase diagram of the evolution of phase in a diffusion-weighted
SSFP sequence (phase angles are increased by diffusion gradients and partially
inverted by the RF pulses).
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Figure 4.9: Signal simulation of the DW-PSIF signal as a function of the duration
of the diffusion gradient Æ vs (a) T
1
, (b) T
2
and (c) the ADC-value. The fixed
parameters were set to: T
1
= 850 ms, T
2
= 125 ms, ADC = 1.5 10 3 mm2/s,
T
R
= 25 ms,  = 40Æ and G = 23 mT/m.

Chapter 5
DW-SSFP in Vertebral Fractures
In section 3.3, the results of previous studies, that successfully applied the DW-
SSFP sequence for the differentiation of vertebral compression fractures caused by
osteoporosis or malignant infiltration, were discussed. In all theses studies, the dif-
ferentiation was based on a qualitative evaluation of the DW-SSFP images, i.e. the
contrast between vCFs and non-fractured vertebrae. All studies used the PSIF type
of the DW-SSFP sequence, acquiring the images shortly before the application of
the RF pulse, since this sequence provides the largest diffusion weighting. Hence, in
the following we will focus on the DW-PSIF sequence. In general, osteoporotic vCFs
appeared hypo- or isointense compared to normal-appearing vBM, whereas vCFs
caused by malignant infiltration appeared hyperintense. The results of quantitative
measurements of the ADCs in the lesions might be able to explain why osteoporotic
vCFs appear hypointense. Since the ADC was found to be significantly increased
in the fractures compared to normal-appearing vBM, the signal is expected to be
attenuated in vCF on diffusion-weighted images. However, the measured ADCs in
malignant vCFs are also significantly increased compared to normal-appearing vBM
in contradiction to the findings on DW-PSIF images that malignant lesions appear
hyperintense. Hence, the signal contrast of the DW-PSIF cannot be explained solely
by the different diffusion characteristics, but also depends on additional parameters.
In section 4.4, we derived the signal function of the DW-SSFP and showed that
the signal is a complicated function of the ADC as well as of the relaxation times T
1
and T
2
. In vBM, the situation is even more complicated, since the measured signal is a
combination of the signal of the fat component and the water component. Therefore,
the signal depends on the relative ratios of fat (f
f at
) and water (f
wat
) and the ADCs
as well as the relaxation times of both components. As mentioned in section 4.1,
if the ratios of fat and water are at the same order of magnitude the signal is also
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strongly dependent on the chosen T
E
, i.e. whether an opposed-phase, an in-phase
or a mixed signal is acquired. In summary, for a quantitative analysis providing an
explanation for the signal contrast described above, it is necessary to determine at
least 9 parameters:
• T
1wat
and T
1f at
• T
2wat
and T
2f at
• T

2wat
and T 
2f at
• ADC
wat
and ADC
f at
• f
wat
or f
f at
.
So far, the origin of the signal contrast between vCFs and normal-appearing vBM
on DW-PSIF images has not been studied based on a detailed analysis of the signal
function. Hence, it remains unclear how strongly each of the parameters listed above
contributes to the different signal characteristics between normal and abnormal vBM.
The theoretical treatment of the DW-PSIF requires the separate measurement of
these parameters in vCF as well as in normal-appearing vBM. In this section, we
will investigate the signal characteristics in a collective of patients with benign and
malignant vCFs. First, we will present the methodologies used for the determination of
the physical parameters listed above and briefly discuss the results. A detailed analysis
with regard to the analysis of these parameters in normal-appearing vBM and vCFs
can be found in Biffar et al. [29]. Using these parameters, we will perform simulations
of the DW-PSIF signal in vBM, intervertebral discs and vCFs. Based on the results,
we identify the origin of the signal contrast. Afterwards, we will present the results
of the DW-PSIF measurements and compare them to the signal simulations.
5.1 Patient Collective
After internal review board approval and informed consent had been received, the
protocol was applied to 40 patients, who were examined at our hospital within a time
period of 20 months for suspected acute vertebral fracture caused by osteoporosis or
malignant infiltration. The patient collective was divided into two groups. Group 1
consisted of 20 benign fractures in 20 patients with osteoporosis (14 women and 6
men, median age: 72 years, range: 52-86 years). The presence of a tumor in these
patients was ruled out by follow-up MR examinations or multidetector computed
tomography (CT) examinations. In case of a finding of fracture of unclear etiology
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or an unclear bone-marrow lesion, histological clarification was obtained (n = 2)
and no malignancy was found. Group 2 consisted of 20 malignant infiltrations in 20
patients (10 women and 10 men, median age: 60 years, range: 25-87 years) accom-
panied by pathological fractures in 13 of these 20 cases. Primary neoplasms included
breast cancer (n=6), plasmacytoma (n=4), adenocarcinoma (n=3), ovarian can-
cer (n=1), hypopharyngeal cancer (n=1), thyroid carcinoma (n=1), bladder cancer
(n=1), pancreatic cancer (n=1), lung cancer (n=1) and non-seminoma (n=1). The
diagnoses were confirmed by histopathological examination of specimens obtained
during surgery, CT-guided biopsy, or follow-up MR examinations. Exclusion criteria
for the participation in the study were (1) the absence of acute bone-marrow edema
in fracture sites; (2) a contraindication to MR examination; or (3) an incomplete MR
examination.
All patients underwent MRI of the spine to assess the level and degree of the
suspected fracture and acute bone-marrow edema. The fracture site and bone mar-
row edema were defined by two radiologists with 10 and 7 years of experience in
musculoskeletal imaging in consensus. Acute osteoporotic fracture was diagnosed ac-
cording to MR-specific criteria and correlation with additionally available studies,
including conventional imaging and computed tomography. MR-specific criteria in-
dicating acute fracture were a hyperintense fluid-like signal within a visible fracture
cleft on T2-weighted TSE and STIR-imaging as well as a hyperintense bone-marrow
edema within the affected vertebra, which corresponded to a hypointense signal of
the affected bone marrow compared to the physiological hyperintense bone-marrow
fat signal in T1-weighted TSE-sequences. In order to differentiate the fracture types
on the morphological images, established criteria describing the osteoporotic nature
of a fracture were used, such as the fluid sign or ground- and endplate impression
fracture pattern. Signs indicating a malignant fracture or infiltration included solid,
enhancing soft-tissue components or clear signs of infiltration into the vertebral arch,
prominent posterior vertebral bulging or paravertebral or intraspinal infiltration.
5.2 Morphological Imaging
Measurements were performed on a 32-channel 1.5-T whole-body scanner (MAG-
NETOM Avanto, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). For signal reception, a
quadrature spine surface coil was used. Prior to the quantitative and DW-PSIF mea-
surements, T1-weighted (TR/TE, 531/12 ms), STIR (TR/TE/TI, 3790/61/180 ms)
and T2-weighted (TR/TE, 4420/118 ms) turbo spin-echo images of 21 sagittal slices
with a slice thickness of 3.0 mm were acquired using a 44  44 cm2 FOV and a
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matrix size of 384 384. The total acquisition time for these morphological images
was 6:30 min. These pre-contrast images were used for lesion localization and proper
slice positioning of the following quantitative measurements.
The classification of the vertebrae into the categories normal or abnormal ap-
pearing vBM was accomplished according to their appearance on the T
1
-weighted,
T
2
-weighted and STIR-images by the consensus decision of two experienced radiol-
ogists. Old fractures (without any signs of bone-marrow edema on the STIR-image)
or diffusely infiltrated vertebrae (manifested as a homogeneous signal reduction on
unenhanced T
1
-weighted images) were excluded from the analysis. For the analysis
of the signal in the intervertebral discs, those showing signs of degeneration either
in form of a dehydration of the nucleus pulposus, indicated by a signal loss on T
2
-
weighted images, or by clefts in the annulus fibrosus, showing an increased signal on
contrast-enhanced T
1
-weighted images, were excluded.
5.3 T
1
Quantification
The longitudinal relaxation time, T
1
, describes the effect of the regrowth of the
longitudinal magnetization after the application of an RF pulse. Due to the spin-
lattice interaction, i.e. interactions between the spins and their surroundings, the
magnetization realigns with the external B
0
field. In general, T
1
relaxation times
in the body at 1.5 T are in the order of 1 s, i.e., 8 orders of magnitude longer
than the precession period. The mechanism by which the spins relax is magnetic.
As a water molecule tumbles due to thermal motions, it experiences a fluctuating
magnetic field. The primary source of the fluctuating fields is the dipolar coupling
between the nuclei. An oscillating magnetic dipolar field at the resonance frequency,
!
0
= B
0
, couples to the nucleus which can exchange energy with the field as
it flips. Therefore, longitudinal relaxation is only effective if the frequency of the
rotational motion of the molecules is equal to the resonance frequency. The spectrum
of the rotational frequencies of the molecules depends on various parameters, like
temperature, viscosity or the size of the molecules. Hence, the longitudinal relaxation
times strongly vary between different tissues [132] as is demonstrated by e.g. fat
( 250 ms) and free water ( 2000   3000 ms). T
1
-weighted images of the spine
provide a strong contrast between the hyperintense vertebrae dominated by the fat
signal (short T
1
) and the hypointense intervertebral discs dominated by the water
signal (long T
1
). Just recently, it has been shown by Hu et al. [133] that the T
1
relaxation times of fat and water depend on the mixture composition of fat and
water. For both T
1
values, a decrease along with an increase of the fat fraction was
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observed. In order to understand the influence of T
1
on the DW-PSIF signal, it is
necessary to determine the exact values of the water as well as of the fat component.
For the measurement of the T
1
relaxation time, a saturation-recovery (SR) half-
Fourier-acquisition single-shot turbo-spin-echo (HASTE) sequence was used (satura-
tion times T
I
=5, 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600, 3200 ms). To determine the T
1
of the
water component, the image acquisition was preceded by a fat-saturation pulse and
for the fat component by a water-saturation pulse, respectively. The matrix size was
12892 pixels and the receiver bandwidth was 735 Hz/pixel. T
E
was fixed to 14 ms
for the SR T
1
measurements (T
R
is irrelevant in SR experiments). 2 averages were
acquired for each T
I
in order to increase the SNR.
For quantification of the T
1
relaxation times, ROIs were drawn manually in the
lesions according to their appearance on the fat-saturated image with the longest
saturation time. One ROI in a normal-appearing vertebrae and one in an intervertebral
disc were selected on the water-saturated image with the longest saturation time,
which provided the best contrast between vertebral bodies and intervertebral discs.
The location of all ROIs was verified on the anatomical images. To determine T
1
,
the mean signal intensity values of the ROIs for varying saturation times were fitted
to a monoexponential saturation-recovery model of the longitudinal magnetization
[113]. In vCFs, T
1
relaxation times of the fat component could not be determined,
as the water-saturated signal was too low because of the negligible fat fraction, see
section 5.7. An exemplary fit of the model to the signal data in normal-appearing
vBM, an iVD and a vCF and the corresponding fat-saturated image with the longest
saturation time are shown in Fig. 5.1.
In Fig. 5.2, maps of T
1
acquired pixel-wise are shown for two patients with a
benign and a malignant fracture. On these maps, only the values in normal-appearing
vBM and in vCF are shown. It can be seen in the case of the patient with the
malignant lesion that the values of T
1wat
in the vCF are similar to those of T
1f at
.
This is caused by an incomplete fat suppression. Since there is almost no fat in the
lesion the measured signal corresponds to the not-suppressed water signal. In the
case of the osteoporotic vCF the determination of T
1f at
, is also not reliable. The
calculated values correspond to a mixture of the very small fat and non-suppressed
water signal. The mean values and standard deviations of the T
1
-values in normal-
appearing vBM, iVDs and in vCFs are summarized in Table 5.1. Box-plots of the
values in measured in fat and water are shown in Fig. 5.3. The T
1
-values of the
water component were found to be significantly longer in vCFs compared to normal-
appearing vBM (malignant: 1264 vs. 927 ms, osteoporotic: 1331 vs. 925 ms). The
values in the iVD were significantly increased compared to normal-appearing vBM in
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Figure 5.1: Reference image and the corresponding fit to a saturation- recovery
model for a patient with a malignant lesion in L5. Shown are the fit for the water
component in the lesion and the intervertebral disc between L3 and L2 and for
the water and fat component in normal-appearing vBM in L2. The reference
image corresponds to the fat-saturated image with T
I
= 3200 ms
Figure 5.2: T
1
-map of the water component in a patient with (a) a vCF in L5
caused by malignant infiltration and (b) a vCF in L1 caused by osteoporosis. In
(c) and (d), the maps of T
1f at
in the corresponding patients are shown.
patients with a malignant lesion. A significant difference between the T
1
of the iVD
in patients with a malignant or an osteoporotic vCF was found. The values in normal-
appearing vBM agree with the measurements of Tra¨ber et al. [134]. The T
1
values
of the fat component (386 and 324 ms) are somewhat higher than those of 260 –
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290 ms obtained in [134, 135]. Tra¨ber et al. performed a spectroscopic measurement,
which does not suffer from any imperfect suppression effects. Gold et al. [135] used
a spectral-spatial excitation pulse.
It was shown by Sugimura et al. [136] at 0.15T that bulk T
1
of malignant
metastatic lesions was longer than that of non-neoplastic. Tra¨ber et al. at 1.5T
reported an increase in T
1
of water of 16 % in malignant lesions compared with
normal vBM. We found an increase of 43 % in malignant lesions compared with
normal-appearing vBM in the same patient, possibly explained by the higher ratio of
free to fixed water in tumors. Ito et al. [137] found a positive correlation between
the bone mineral density and T
1
of water at 1.5T. Conversely, Tra¨ber et al. found no
significant differences between normal-appearing vBM of patients with and without
osteoporosis. This agrees with our results, showing no significant differences between
T
1
in normal-appearing vBM of patients with osteoporosis and those with malignant
lesions.
Pathology Osteoporosis (n = 20)
Region vBM iVD vCF
T
1wat
[ms] 925 (101) 955 (140) 1331 (170)
T
1f at
[ms] 279 (30) – –
Pathology Malignant (n = 20)
Region vBM iVD vCF
T
1wat
[ms] 927 (108) 1112 (215) 1264 (150)
T
1f at
[ms] 375 (118) – –
Table 5.1: Summary of the mean values and standard deviations (shown in
parentheses) of T
1wat
and T
1f at
.
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Figure 5.3: Box-plots of (a) T
1wat
values in normal-appearing vBM and vCFs
and of (b) T
1f at
values in normal-appearing vBM.
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The transversal relaxation time, T
2
, describes the decay of the transversal magne-
tization after the application of an RF pulse. Immediately after the excitation, the
transverse magnetization consists of a coherent set of spins precessing together in
phase. However, as mentioned in section 5.3, in addition to the primary magnetic
field B
0
, each dipole also feels a fluctuating field from the magnetic moments of
other nuclei. The z-component of this field adds to (or subtracts from) B
0
and so
locally alters the precession rate and the rate of the precessional motion of the spins
is randomly distributed. This distribution leads to a phase dispersion, which causes
an attenuation of the transverse magnetization. In contrast to the longitudinal relax-
ation, the transverse relaxation is mainly caused by the average of the fluctuations
over time, i.e. field fluctuations at zero frequency. This explains why the transverse
relaxation is more or less independent of the magnetic field strength and is in general
about 10 times shorter than T
1
in the body. As in the case of T
1
, the T
2
-values of
fat ( 60 ms) and water ( 500   1400 ms) differ significantly, and in order to
understand their influence on the DW-PSIF signal, it is necessary to determine the
exact values of the water as well as of the fat component.
For T
2
determination of the water and fat component, a HASTE sequence with
varying echo times (T
E
= 14, 28, 69, 99, 130, 170 ms) was used, preceded by either
a fat- or water-saturation pulse, respectively. The matrix size was 12892 pixels and
the receiver bandwidth was 735 Hz/pixel. T
R
was fixed to 2500 ms and 2 averages
were acquired for each TE to increase the SNR.
For quantification of the T
2
relaxation times, the ROIs from the T
1
quantification
were used and corrected manually on the image with the lowest T
E
if necessary. T
2
was quantified by fitting the mean signal values for varying T
E
s to a monoexponential
decay model [53]. In vCFs, T
2
relaxation times of the fat component could not be
determined as the water-saturated signal was too low because of a negligible fat
fraction. An exemplary fit of the model to the signal data in normal-appearing vBM,
an iVD and a vCF and the corresponding image with the shortest T
E
are shown in
Fig. 5.4. In Fig. 5.5 maps of the T
2
acquired pixel-wise are shown for two patients
with a benign and a malignant fracture. On these maps only the values in normal-
appearing vBM and in vCF are shown. It can be seen as in the case of T
1
that for the
malignant vCF the values of T
1wat
in the vCF are similar to those of T
1f at
. This is
due to the fact that the fat suppression is not perfect and since there is almost no fat
in the lesion the signal corresponds to the not-suppressed water signal. In the case of
the osteoporotic vCF the determination of T
1f at
is also not reliable. The calculated
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Figure 5.4: Fit of the signal data to a monoexponential decay model for for a
patient with a malignant lesion in L5. Shown are the fit for the water component
in the lesion and the intervertebral disc between L3 and L2 and for the water and
fat component in normal-appearing vBM in L2. The reference image corresponds
to the fat-saturated image with T
E
= 14 ms.
Figure 5.5: T
2
-map of the water component in a patient with (a) a vCF in L5
caused by malignant infiltration and (b) a vCF in L1 caused by osteoporosis. In
(c) and (d), the maps of T
2f at
in the corresponding patients are shown.
values correspond to a mixture of the very small fat and non-suppressed water signal.
The mean values and standard deviations of the T
2
-values in normal-appearing
vBM, iVDs and in vCFs are summarized in Table 5.2. Furthermore, box-plots of the
measured T
2
-values in fat and water are shown in Fig. 5.6. The T
2
-values of the
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water component were found to be significantly longer in vCFs compared to normal-
appearing vBM (malignant: 120 vs. 82 ms, osteoporotic: 108 vs. 86 ms). The T
2
of the
iVDs was significantly smaller than in the vCFs. The T
2
in the iVDs of patients with
osteoporosis was decreased compared to patients with a malignant infiltration but
not significantly. T
2
of water in vBM has previously been measured only by Tra¨ber et
al. [134]. Our values of 82 ms in normal-appearing vBM of patients with osteoporosis
and 86 ms in patients with malignant lesions are about 30 % higher. T
2
of fat in
vBM was determined by Gold et al. [135] as 166 ms agreeing well with our values in
normal-appearing vBM of 172 ms in patients with osteoporosis and 149 ms in patients
with malignant lesions. The values reported by Tra¨ber et al. of about 70 ms are 50
% smaller than our results. Interestingly, the T
2
values of fat measured by Gold et al.
agree, while the T
1
values of fat disagree with our results, although the same technique
of fat suppression was applied in both cases. In malignant lesions, an increase of
16 % of T
2
was found compared with normal-appearing vBM. These differences
were not significant, contrary to the findings of Tra¨ber et al. reporting a significant
difference (p < 0:002). T
2
in osteoporotic fractures has not been determined before.
A significant increase of 39 % was found, possibly due to a reduction of local magnetic
field gradients caused by the destruction of the trabecular structure.
Pathology Osteoporosis (n = 20)
Region vBM iVD vCF
T
2wat
[ms] 82 (15) 65 (14) 120 (27)
T
2f at
[ms] 172 (14) – –
Pathology Malignant (n = 20)
Region vBM iVD vCF
T
2wat
[ms] 86 (16) 78 (26) 108 (25)
T
2f at
[ms] 148 (20) – –
Table 5.2: Summary of the mean values and standard deviations (shown in
parentheses) of T
2wat
and T
2f at
.
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Figure 5.6: Box-plots of (a) T
2wat
values in normal-appearing vBM and vCFs
and of (b) T
2f at
values in normal-appearing vBM.
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5.5 T 
2
Quantification
The signal of the DW-PSIF sequence that we have analyzed so far refers to a (hypo-
thetical) signal acquisition exactly at the application of the RF pulse. However, for
the measurements the T
E
of the DW-PSIF, corresponding to the time span between
the acquisition of the k-space center and the center of the subsequent RF pulse, was
set to 7.17 ms. Therefore, an additional attenuation of the signal caused by the T 
2
-
decay occurs. The signal function of the PSIF signal supplemented by the T 
2
effects
is given by
S

PSIF
= S
PSIF
 exp ( T
E
=T

2
) : (5.1)
T

2
is also called the apparent or effective transverse relaxation time. It takes into
account that the signal-formation in gradient-echo imaging depends not only on the
natural microscopic transverse relaxation T
2
, but is also effected by an additional de-
phasing arising from an inhomogeneous static magnetic field. These inhomogeneities
arise from magnet imperfections and local magnetic susceptibility variations within an
imaged object. Usually the parameter T 0
2
is used to account for the signal relaxation
due to the imperfections. The effective transverse relaxation time is than given by
1
T

2
=
1
T
2
+
1
T
0
2
; (5.2)
where T 0
2
is inversely proportional to the magnetic field inhomogeneity B in each
imaging voxel, that is, T 0
2
 1=(B). Whereas T
2
is an intrinsic property of the
tissue, T 0
2
and T 
2
depend not only on external factors (e.g., susceptibility variations
within the patient and how well the magnet is shimmed), but also on the prescribed
imaging voxel size.
In vertebral bodies, the difference in magnetic susceptibility between trabecular
bone and vBM has been shown to affect the appearance of vBM. The magnetic field
inhomogeneities found in vBM depend on the density of the trabecular network, as
was first shown by Davis et al. [138]. In general, they cause a strong reduction of the
T

2
of vBM. This measurements were confirmed by studies of Majumdar et al. [139]
and Wehrli et al. [30], who found a correlation between the decrease of bone mineral
density and the increase of T 
2
in patients with osteoporosis. In vCF, the trabeculae
are either replaced by cancerous tissue in the case of a malignant infiltration or by
yellow marrow in the case of osteoporosis. It is therefore suspected that the T 
2
in a
vCF is increased compared to normal vBM. Hence, the signal contrast of the DW-
PSIF sequence between vCFs and vBM depends on their T 
2
-values, which have to
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be determined separately.
For the determination of the T 
2
a multi-echo GRE sequence was used. Echoes
were acquired at T
E
= 3.6, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 ms. The sequence parameters were
set to T
R
= 197 ms, FOV 300225 mm2, slice thickness 5 mm, receiver bandwidth
260 Hz/pixel, flip angle 25Æ and a matrix size of 12896.
The T 
2
values were calculated on a ROI-basis. The ROIs used for the quantifica-
tion of the other parameters were used and corrected manually if necessary. The signal
intensities were fitted to a monoexponential decay model as a function of the varying
T
E
, as in the case of T
2
in section 5.4. The mean values and standard deviations are
summarized in Table 5.3. The values in the vCFs were significantly increased com-
pared to normal-appearing vBM (malignant: 22 vs. 8 ms, osteoporotic: 14 vs. 8 ms).
The values in osteoporotic and malignant lesions deviated significantly (p = 0:006).
In the case of normal-appearing vBM, in many patients the applied measurement
technique did not provide images of a sufficient image quality for a robust determina-
tion of the T 
2
values. Since our 2 shortest T
E
s for the T 
2
quantification were 3.6 and
10 ms, for typical values of T 
2
in vBM, already for the second measurement noise
became a severe problem. It has been shown in the literature [30], that the values of
T

2
of water and fat in vBM should be more or less equal if they are homogeneously
distributed.
Pathology Osteoporosis (n = 20)
Region vBM iVD vCF
T

2wat
[ms] 8 (3) 42 (20) 14 (6)
T

2f at
[ms] 11 (3) – –
Pathology Malignant (n = 20)
Region vBM iVD vCF
T

2wat
[ms] 8 (4) 36 (16) 22 (10)
T

2f at
[ms] 9 (3) – –
Table 5.3: Summary of the mean values and standard deviations (shown in
parentheses) of T 
2wat
and T 
2f at
.
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5.6 ADC Quantification
In the case of the ADC we only determined the value of the water component. As
discussed in section 3.3.3, results of previous studies suggest that the ADC of protons
in fat is close to 0. These findings were also confirmed by diffusion-weighted mea-
surements performed in vertebrae of healthy volunteers. Using the diffusion-weighted
sequence that will be described below in combination with a water saturation pulse
no significant decrease of the signal intensity at increasing diffusion weighting was
found, see Fig. 5.7.a. Hence, for the following analysis, the ADC
f at
will always be set
to 0.
For the determination of the ADC
wat
, a fat-saturated diffusion-weighted single-
shot turbo-spin-echo (DW-ssTSE) sequence with 4 b-values (b=100, 250, 400, 600
s/mm2) was applied. The imaging parameters were a 12892 matrix, TE = 72 ms, TR
= 3000 ms, a flip angle of 180Æ for the refocusing pulses and a receiver bandwidth
of 735 Hz/pixel. In order to obtain the maximum diffusion weighting per T
E
, it
was applied in diagonal direction (diffusion gradients were applied simultaneously
in all 3 physical directions). Due to the low signal of the bone-marrow in DWI,
ten averages were taken in order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The
process of averaging was performed on magnitude data to avoid image artifacts due
to motion-induced phase variations. The total acquisition time was 2:13 min.
ADCs were quantified on a ROI basis. The ROIs used for the quantification of
the relaxation times were adopted and if necessary adjusted on the image with the
lowest diffusion weighting, which provided the best image quality. The location of all
ROIs was verified on the anatomical images. To determine the ADC, the mean signal
intensity curves (as a function of the varying b-value) within the ROIs were fitted to
an exponential decay model with a least-squares method [51]. An exemplary fit of the
model to data in normal-appearing vBM, an iVD and in a vCF, and the corresponding
image with the lowest diffusion-weighting are shown in Fig. 5.8. In Fig. 5.9, maps of
the ADC acquired pixel-wise are shown for two patients with a benign and a malignant
fracture. The mean values and standard deviations of the ADCs in normal-appearing
vBM and in vCFs are summarized in Table 5.4. Box-plots of the measured ADCs are
shown in Fig. 5.10. Typical values in normal appearing vBM were found to be 0.58 
10 3 mm2/s in both patient groups. The ADCs in the lesions deviated significantly
from normal-appearing vBM and between both patient groups (malignant: 1.36 
10 3 mm2/s, osteoporotic 1.77  10 3 mm2/s). The ADCs measured in the iVDs
were significantly higher than in normal-appearing vBM and almost equal in both
patient groups (malignant: 1.84  10 3 mm2/s, osteoporotic: 1.76  10 3 mm2/s).
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The values agree with the results reported in the literature [93, 140].
(a) water-saturated
(b) fat-saturated
Figure 5.7: Diffusion-weighted images of a sagittal slice of the vertebral column
of a healthy volunteer acquired with (a) a water-saturated and (b) a fat-saturated
DW-ssTSE sequence. The diffusion weighting was increased from b = 100 to 600
s/mm2 from left to the right.
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Figure 5.8: Fit of the signal data to the monoexponential decay model as a
function of the b-value for a DW-ssTSE sequence acquired in a patient with a
malignant lesion in L5. Shown are the fit for the lesion and normal-appearing
vBM in L2. The reference image corresponds to b = 100 s/mm2.
Figure 5.9: ADC-map of a patient with a vCF in L5 caused by malignant infil-
tration (left side) and a vCF in L1 caused by osteoporosis (right side).
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Figure 5.10: Box-plots of ADC
wat
in normal-appearing vBM and vCFs.
Pathology Osteoporosis (n = 20) Malignant (n = 20)
Region vBM iVD vCF vBM iVD vCF
Mean value [10 3 mm2/s] 0.58 1.76 1.77 0.58 1.84 1.36
Std Dev [10 3 mm2/s] 0.14 0.36 0.26 0.18 0.27 0.39
Table 5.4: Summary of the mean values and standard deviations of ADC
wat
.
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5.7 Fat and Water Quantification
As mentioned in section 2.2, vBM, in contrast to most other tissues, contains large
fractions of fat. The distribution pattern depends on various parameters like age and
sex. Furthermore, pathologies like osteoporosis or malignant infiltration are known
to either change the composition of vBM or to replace vBM, thereby modifying the
distribution pattern of fat and water. Since the physical properties of protons in fat
and water are different, it is essential to know the exact ratios of fat, f
f at
, and water,
f
wat
, to understand the MR signal of vBM.
Most techniques applied to separate the fat and water component rely on the
chemical-shift between the fat and water component. Even in a perfectly homoge-
neous external field, local fields vary at the molecular level. The protons in water
see a different field from those in a lipid-based or fatty compound. The precession
frequency of the fat protons is shifted to a lower frequency compared to the water
protons. The difference between the frequencies is given by
f
f w
 f
f
  f
w
= 
f w
B
0
=(2); (5.3)
where 
f w
is the chemical shift between fat and water. Most fat in the human body
has 
f w
= 3:35 ppm, corresponding to a frequency shift of 214 Hz at 1.5 T. If
the frequency spread per voxel is less or not much greater than 
f w
, the chemical
shift can lead to a misregistration of the fat component in the frequency-encoding
direction. The frequency shift is also used in most fat-saturation techniques. Either
the fat component is saturated prior to the image acquisition using a sufficiently
narrow-band RF saturation pulse that only effects the fat component, or an excitation
pulse that only acts on the water component is used. A third way to suppress the
fat component is the so-called Dixon method [141] that additionally allows for the
quantification of the fat and water ratios. In contrast to the other fat suppression
techniques, the separation is achieved through postprocessing. If we assume that fat
and water are the only two signal-contributing chemical species in the object to be
imaged, the complex image acquired with a GRE sequence is a function of T
E
^
S(T
E
) =
^
S
wat
(T
E
) +
^
S
f at
(T
E
); (5.4)
where ^S refers to the complex signal, ^S = S
0
exp(i). S
0
is the signal amplitude of
the GRE sequence. After the application of the RF pulse, the fat component acquires
an additional phase relative to the water component due to the chemical shift. At
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the time of the image acquisition T
E
the phase difference is given by

w
(T
E
)  
f
(T
E
) = !
f w
T
E
; (5.5)
where 
w
and 
f
are the phases of both components and !
f w
= 2f
f w
. The
complex signal can then be written as
^
S(T
E
) = j
^
S
w
j+ j
^
S
f
j  e
 i!
f w
T
E
: (5.6)
The acquisition of images at different values of T
E
permits the separation of water
and fat based on the phase information. Two limiting cases can be distinguished with
respect to the phase difference: the situation when water and fat spins are in opposed
phase
!
f w
T
E
= (2n + 1) ! j
^
S
opp
j = jS
w0
  S
f 0
j (5.7)
or in phase
!
f w
T
E
= (2n) ! j
^
S
in
j = jS
w0
+ S
f 0
j; (5.8)
where n is an integer and S
w0
and S
f 0
are the amplitudes of the water and fat
signal, respectively. In the in-phase case, the amplitudes of both components add
up, while they cancel in the opposed-phase case. At a field strength of 1.5T, the
opposed-phase image can be acquired setting T
E
= (2n + 1)  2:38 ms and an in-
phase image setting T
E
= n  4:76 ms, for n  N
0
. In Fig. 5.11, images of the spine
acquired at the opposed- and in-phase situation are shown for a FLASH sequence.
While the signal of the water-dominated intervertebral discs remains unchanged, the
opposed-phase signal in the vertebrae is strongly decreased compared to the in-phase
images. Therefore, for an understanding of the signal of the DW-PSIF, it is essential
to take in to account at which T
E
the signal was acquired.
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Figure 5.11: Images of the spine acquired with a FLASH sequence at T
E
= 2:38
(opposed-phase) and 4.76 ms (in-phase) of a patient with an osteoporotic vCF
in L5.
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Previous studies have applied chemical-shift imaging to differentiate benign from
malignant lesions based on the signal ratio of in- and opposed-phase images (OppIn-
ratio) [142, 143, 144]. In general, it was found that the OppIn-ratio was significantly
increased in malignant compared to benign vCFs. In the case of a vCF caused by
malignant infiltration, vBM is replaced by cancerous tissue and the lesion is expected
to contain almost no fat. In the case of osteoporosis, the trabeculae in the vertebra
are replaced by fatty tissue, and therefore also in a fractured vertebra some fat is
expected to remain in the lesion. This difference could potentially be visualized and
quantified based on the OppIn-ratio. In Fig. 5.12, maps of the OppIn-Ratio of patients
with a benign and a malignant vCF are shown.
Figure 5.12: Maps of the OppIn-ratio of the spine determined with a FLASH
sequence at T
E
= 2:38 (opposed-phase) and 4.76 ms (in-phase) of (a) a patient
with a malignant vCF in L5 and (b) a patient with a benign vCF in L1. The ROI
values in the malignant vCF were 99% and 91% in the osteoporotic vCF.
However, these methods are suffering from a potential ambiguity, because only
the dominant component can be determined. It remains unclear whether water or fat
is dominating. Calculating the sum and the difference of the in- and opposed-phase
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signal we get:
S
sum
 jS
in
j+ jS
opp
j (5.9)
S
dif f
 jS
in
j   jS
opp
j: (5.10)
While S
in
= S
w0
+ S
f 0
, the second term depends on whether water or fat is the
dominant component
jS
opp
j =

Sw0   Sf 0 if Sw0 > Sf 0
S
f 0
  S
w0
if S
f 0
> S
w0
: (5.11)
Hence, S
sum
=2 can either correspond to the magnitude of the water or the fat signal.
However, this analysis only uses one half of the information of the signal data, the
magnitude of the signals. In order to obtain an unambiguous separation, the phase
information has to be taken into account. The phase map of the opposed-phase image
encodes the information whether the fat or water component is dominating. In order
to determine the fat and water ratios for the evaluation of the DW-PSIF, an extended
two-point Dixon method, using the phase information of the opposed-phase image,
was applied in the present study [145, 146].
Opposed- and in-phase images were acquired with a FLASH sequence (T
Eopp
= 2.38ms, T
Ein
= 4.76ms, FOV 300225 mm2, slice thickness 5 mm, matrix size
320240). The ROIs used for the quantification of the relaxation times were used
and if necessary adjusted on the opposed-phase image, providing the best separation
between the intervertebral discs and vBM. In Fig. 5.13, exemplary images of the phase
and magnitude images are shown.
In general, the signal in Eq. (5.4) has to be corrected for phase errors caused
by field inhomogeneities or a global phase shift. Otherwise, these errors may lead
to a reversal of the water/fat roles. Assuming that both water and fat are recon-
structed within a voxel and experience the same global phase shift 
0
and static field
inhomogeneity B, the signal is given by
^
S(T
E
) =
[
S
w0
+ S
f 0
 e
 i!
f w
T
E
]
exp( iBT
E
  i
0
): (5.12)
Hence, the signals of the opposed- and in in-phase images are then defined as
^
S
opp
= (S
w0
  S
f 0
) exp [ i(
0
+ )] (5.13)
^
S
in
= (S
w0
+ S
f 0
) exp [ i(
0
+ 2)] ; (5.14)
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where we have defined  = iBT
Eopp
and T
Ein
= 2T
Eopp
. In total, the in-
and opposed-phase signals depend on four scalars. Hence, the acquisition of the
magnitude- and phase-images should be sufficient to determine the unknown quanti-
ties. A unique solution for the unknown quantities is not immediate because some of
the unknown terms occur in complex exponential factors and therefore are periodic. It
is possible to determine an expression relating the data and the inhomogeneity phase
shift  as follows
Arg
[(

^
S
opp

^
S
in
)
2
]
=  2 mod 2: (5.15)
In general,  is not restricted to an interval of length 2. Therefore, a phase un-
wrapping has to be performed to correct for phase jumps before  can be calculated
from 2. In this study, the phase unwrapping was performed using a region-growing
algorithm following Szumowski et al. [147], which is described briefly in Fig. 5.14. An
exemplary image of 2 before and after the phase wrapping is shown in Fig. 5.15.
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(a) Opposed-phase
(b) In-Phase
Figure 5.13: (a) Opposed-phase and (b) in-phase images of the spine of a
patient with a malignant vCF in L3. Shown are (i) the magnitude and (ii) the
phase images.
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(a) Step 1 (b) Step 2
Figure 5.14: The black box refers to the current seed pixel, the shaded boxes
to the neighbors checked in this iteration, and the white boxes surrounded by
the thick black borders to the pixels included in the unwrapped region. At (a)
the region growing starts with a single seed pixel. At each step of the iteration
process, the four neighboring pixels, not included in the region, are checked.
A preselected value of the phase difference  between pixels is used as the
criterion for adding a pixel to the region. If a pixel fulfills the criterion it is added
to the region and to the stack, and will be used as a new seed later on as in
(b). Otherwise 2 is added or subtracted from the pixel phase and the phase
difference is checked again. If its value is still above 	 it will retain its original
phase and will not be added to the stack; if it is less than 	 it keeps the new
phase and is added to the stack. This process continues until no new seed pixels
remain on the stack [147].
Figure 5.15: Images of 2, Eq. (5.15), before and after the phase unwrapping.
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After the phase unwrapping has been performed,  can be calculated, dividing
the preceding result, Eq. (5.15), by 2. The in-phase images can now be corrected for
the inhomogeneity induced phase errors
^
S
0
in
=
^
S
in
 exp (i) (5.16)
and the fat and water images can than be calculated as the magnitudes of
^
S
W
=
1
2
[
^
S
0
in
+
^
S
opp
]
(5.17)
^
S
F
=
1
2
[
^
S
0
in
 
^
S
opp
]
: (5.18)
Finally, we calculated the fat and water ratios
f
wat
=
j
^
S
W
j
j
^
S
W
j+ j
^
S
F
j
and f
f at
=
j
^
S
F
j
j
^
S
W
j+ j
^
S
F
j
: (5.19)
Exemplary images of f
wat
and f
f at
are shown in Fig. 5.16. Based on these values of
the ratios the signal of the DW-PSIF of both components can be calculated separately
and is afterwards combined to the vBM signal given by
S
vBM
= f
wat
S
wat
+ f
f at
S
f at
= f
wat
S
wat
+ (1  f
wat
)S
f at
: (5.20)
In the last step, we used f
wat
+ f
f at
= 1 and we will only refer to f
wat
in the following
analysis. The mean values and the standard deviations of f
wat
are summarized in
Table 5.5. Values for f
wat
in the iVDs were not determined, since no measurable
amount of fat resides there. Furthermore a box-plot of the measured f
wat
in normal-
appearing vBM as well as in vCFs is shown in Fig. 5.17. We found that the fat
content in the vCFs was significantly decreased compared to normal-appearing vBM
(malignant: 96 vs. 57 %, osteoporotic: 88 vs. 48 %). The values in normal-appearing
vBM and vCFs deviated significantly between both patient groups. The decrease of
f
wat
in normal-appearing vBM of patients with osteoporosis agrees with the results of
Griffith et al. and Schellinger et al. [148, 149, 150], who found a significant correlation
between the decrease of the bone mineral density and the increase of the fat content
in patients with osteoporosis. In general, the fat content shows strong changes with
age and also depends on the sex of the patients [151].
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Pathology Osteoporosis Malignant
Region vBM vCF vBM vCF
Mean value [%] 48 88 57 96
Std. dev. [%] 13 12 16 4
Table 5.5: Summary of the mean values and standard deviations of f
wat
.
(a) Water-Ratio (b) Fat-Ratio
Figure 5.16: Maps of the (a) water- and (b) fat-ratio determined with the
phase-corrected two-point Dixon method in a patient with a malignant vCF in
L3. Values are given in percent.
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Figure 5.17: Box-plots of f
wat
values in normal-appearing vBM and vCFs.
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5.8 Signal Simulations
In section 4.4, we derived the signal of the DW-PSIF sequence for a single tissue.
In this section, we want to investigate the sensitivity of the signal to changes of the
different parameters that enter the signal function. In Fig. 4.9, we already showed
that the signal for a fixed Æ is decreasing with increasing T
1
. The strength of the
decrease is inversely proportional to Æ. In the case of T
2
, the signal increases with
increasing T
2
. As for T
1
, the strength of the increase is inversely proportional to Æ.
As expected, the signal as a function of the ADC is decreasing with increasing Æ.
In vBM, the situation is more complicated. First, the signal is a combined function
of the signals of fat and water. Second, as shown in the section 5.7, the relative phase
between the fat and water component determined by T
E
plays an important role for
the signal characteristics. Furthermore, with increasing T
E
the T 
2
-weighting leads
to a different signal attenuation of vCFs and normal appearing vBM. The combined
signal is given by
S
vBM
=
[
f
wat
S
wat
exp( T
E
=T

2wat
)
+ (1  f
wat
)S
f at
exp( i!
f w
T
E
) exp( T
E
=T

2f at
)
]
;
(5.21)
where S refers to the signal of the DW-PSIF sequence, Eq. (4.91). In Fig. 5.18,
simulations of the signal as a function of T
E
and f
wat
are shown.
It can be seen that there is a strong dependence on f
wat
. The signal amplitude
of the water component for Æ = 3 ms is only about 50 % of the fat signal. For equal
signal amplitudes, the signal would drop to 0 for a f
wat
of 50 % and T
E
= 7:17 ms,
see Fig. 5.18.a. In vBM, due to the different signal amplitudes, the signals cancel
each other for an f
wat
of  71 %. Unfortunately, apart of Byun et al. [97] who
measured at T
E
= 5 ms corresponding more or less to the in-phase situation, there is
no information provided with regard to the T
E
in the literature [19, 13, 152, 85]. Even
in the case of Byun the information about T
E
remains unclear, since the authors also
report a duration of the diffusion gradient of 5 ms and probably confused Æ and T
E
.
As we will demonstrate in the following, this is, however, a critical parameter for a
potential contrast between vCFs and normal-appearing vBM. Different choices of T
E
might partially be responsible for the contradictory results reported in the literature
with regard to the differentiation of benign and malignant lesions, see section 3.3.3.
In the following simulations and for the measurements, T
E
was set to 7.17 ms,
since previous studies [18, 87, 12] have shown that this value provides an excellent
differentiation between the different types of vCFs.
We showed in section 5.7 that the fat component is very small in the vCFs. How-
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Figure 5.18: Simulation of the DW-PSIF signal as a function of T
E
and f
wat
. In
(a) we assumed that the signal of fat and water are equal, while in (b) we used
the parameters derived before for f
wat
and f
f at
. The simulated signals correspond
to a Æ of 3 ms.
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ever, in normal-appearing vBM, the mean values of the water ratio are 48 % in the
case of patients with osteoporosis and 57 % in the case of patients with malignant
infiltrations. Hence, the fat component is most important for the signal analysis in
normal-appearing vBM and effects the characterization of the vCF via the relative
contrast between vCF and normal-appearing vBM. Based on the values derived in the
previous sections we simulated the signal ratios between vCFs and normal-appearing
vBM and compared the signal behavior between the in- and opposed-phase situa-
tion. At higher diffusion weightings, the signal is dominated by noise. Therefore, the
simulated signal was superimposed by a noise signal. Based on the measurements
in healthy volunteers, the amplitude of the noise was defined as 2=3 of the DW-
PSIF signal of vBM at the lowest diffusion weighting in the opposed- and 1=2 in the
in-phase situation. The simulated signal corresponds to
S
sim
=
√
jS
vBM
j
2
+ jS
noise
j
2
: (5.22)
In Fig. 5.19, the simulated evolution of the signal ratios between the signal in the vCF
and normal-appearing vBM as a function of Æ is shown for the in- and opposed-phase
scenario. This ratio is a quantitative measure corresponding to the qualitative assess-
ment of tissue contrast in terms of hyper- (> 1), iso- ( 1) and hypo-intensity (<
1). In the following we will refer to this ratio as R
vCF
= S
vCF
=S
vBM
. These simula-
tions clearly indicate, that while in the opposed-phase scenario the signal ratio of the
malignant vCF is significantly increased compared to that of the osteoporotic vCF,
in the case of the in-phase situation almost no difference between both pathologies
is present.
In Fig. 5.20 the signal behavior of normal-appearing vBM and the vCF for the
parameters in both patient groups are shown. The signal in the iVDs are comparable
in both groups. In contrast the signal in normal appearing vBM is increased by a
factor of  2 in the osteoporotic group compared to the malignant group. The signal
of the vCFs in the osteoporotic group is  2/3 of the signal in the malignant group.
These results already indicate that the differences of the R
vCF
s is not only caused
by the different signal characteristics of the vCFs, but also by the normal-appearing
vBM. Furthermore the signal contrast is not only caused by the diffusion weighting,
since the ADCs in normal appearing vBM were almost equal in both groups. Since the
signal of the iVDs in both patient groups is almost equal, it will serve as a normalizing
reference for the signals in vBM and vCFs in the following analysis.
These simulations already indicate that f
wat
is a very important parameter with
regard to the signal behavior. Acquiring images in the opposed-phase situation ap-
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Figure 5.19: Simulation of the ratio between the DW-PSIF signal of a vCF an
normal-appearing vBM, R
vCF
, as a function of Æ. Shown are the scenarios for the
(a) opposed-phase and (b) in-phase situation. The parameters for the simulations
were set to the values determined in the previous sections.
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Figure 5.20: Simulation of the DW-PSIF signal in normal-appearing vBM (blue
line), intervertebral disc (green line) and vCF (red line) of (a) patients with an
osteoporotic vCF and (b) patients with malignant infiltrations.
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pears to provide a superior contrast between normal-appearing vBM and vCFs. To
identify the parameters that have the greatest influence on the signal of the DW-
PSIF sequence in vBM, we performed several simulations varying the various input
parameters. First we analyzed the influence of the relaxation times and the ADC
wat
.
The parameters of the fat component were set to T
1f at
= 300 ms, T
2f at
= 150 ms,
ADC
f at
= 0.0 and f
wat
= 70 %. In Fig. 5.21.a, the dependence on T
1wat
is shown,
and it can be seen that in contrast to the single-tissue case in Fig. 4.9 the decrease of
the signal with increasing T
1
only happens up to a certain value. Above this critical
value the fat signal begins to become the dominant component and the signal in-
creases as the signal of the water component decreases. With increasing Æ, the water
signal is further attenuated and hence the transition point between the water- and
fat-dominated regime is shifted to lower values of T
1wat
. The same effect can be seen
in Fig. 5.21.b showing the dependence on T
2wat
. In contrast to T
1wat
, the transition
point is shifted to higher values of T
2wat
for an increasing Æ. In Fig. 5.21.c illustrating
the influence of the ADC
wat
, it can be seen that for the particular f
wat
the signal is
increasing with an increasing Æ (paradoxical diffusion behavior) and that this increase
is the stronger the higher the ADC
wat
. For the ADC
wat
of 0.58  10 3 mm2/s in
normal-appearing vBM the increase was found to be  400 %.
Afterwards, the behavior of the signal under the variation of the relaxation times
of the fat component was simulated, keeping the parameters of the water component
fixed at T
1wat
= 925 ms, T
2wat
= 85 ms, ADC
wat
= 0.6  10 3 mm2/s and f
wat
= 70 %. For an increasing T
1f at
, the signal amplitude of the fat component and of
the combined signal decreases, see Fig. 5.22.a. Under variation of T
2f at
for a small Æ,
the signal decreases until the transition point is reached. For higher values of Æ, the
fat component is always dominant and the signal increases over the whole spectrum
of T
2f at
.
Furthermore, we investigated the change of the influence of the various parameters
as a function of f
wat
. In the region of values of f
wat
that we found in the measure-
ments, the influence of T
1f at
(Fig. 5.23.b), is smaller than the effect of changes of
T
1wat
(Fig. 5.23.a). E.g. at f
wat
= 70 %, an increase of 10 % of T
1wat
leads to an
increase of the signal of  30%, while an increase of 10 % of T
1f at
yields a decrease
of  10 %. The changes caused by variations of T
2wat
and T
2f at
are bigger than
those caused by the T
1
relaxation times (Fig. 5.23.c, 5.23.d). The effect of changes
of T
2wat
are more important than those of T
2f at
at f
wat
= 70 %, e.g. an increase of
10 % of T
2wat
leads to an decrease of the signal of  36%, while an increase of 10
% of T
2f at
yields a increase of  23 %.
The evolution of R
vCF
under variation of the T 
2
-values in the lesions and in
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Figure 5.21: Simulations of the DW-PSIF signal under variation of Æ and the
parameters of the water component, (a) T
1wat
, (b) T
2wat
and (c) ADC
wat
. f
wat
was set to 70%.
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Figure 5.22: Simulations of the DW-PSIF signal under variation of Æ and the
parameters of the fat component, (a) T
1f at
and (b) T
2f at
. f
wat
was set to 70%.
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Figure 5.23: Simulations of the DW-PSIF signal under variation of the param-
eters of the water and fat component and f
wat
. Æ was set to 3 ms.
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normal-appearing vBM are shown in Fig. 5.24. At a value of T 
2vCF
= 21 ms, that we
found in the malignant infiltrations, a variation of T 
2vBM
about  50 % around the
mean value leads to a decrease of 11 % or an increase of 43 % of R
vCF
. At a value
of T 
2vCF
= 10 ms,that we assumed for normal-appearing vBM, a variation of T 
2vCF
about  50 % around the mean value leads to decrease of 50 % or an increase of 27
% of R
vCF
.
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Figure 5.24: Simulations of R
vCF
under variation of T 
2vBM
and T 
2vCF
. The
other parameters are set to the mean values found in the patient group with
malignant infiltrations and T
E
= 7:17 ms.
In summary, the most important factors for the signal behavior at a T
E
of 7.17
ms are f
wat
, T 
2vCF
and T 
2vBM
. The effects of these parameters are most prominent
in normal-appearing vBM. The effect of f
wat
could be reduced by acquiring the signal
in the in-phase situation. However, it was shown that this dramatically diminishes the
difference between the R
vCF
s of both patient groups. The effect of the relaxation
times of both components as well as of the ADC of the water component is of course
also related to the distribution pattern of fat and water. The larger the ratio of the
water component the more sensitive the signal is to changes of the parameters of
the water component. The effects of changes of the transversal relaxation times are
larger than those of the longitudinal relaxation times. In contrast to other diffusion-
weighted sequences, the influence of the ADC is not the only parameter responsible
for the contrast behavior. At the diffusion weightings applied in the studies in the
literature (Æ = 3 - 5 ms), the contrast is actually dominated by the effects of the other
parameters, see Fig. 4.9. The signal of the DW-PSIF sequence is therefore not only
diffusion-weighted, but rather experiences a combined weighting defined by ADC, T
1
,
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T
2
, f
wat
and T 
2
. The main reason for the observed signal contrast between normal-
appearing vBM and vCFs reported in the literature is not caused by differences of the
ADCs, but rather by the differences of the T 
2
relaxation times and the distribution
pattern of fat and water, especially in normal appearing vBM. In the following section
we will compare the theoretically derived signal intensities for certain input parameters
with the measured results of the signal behaviour of the DW-PSIF in vCFs as well as
in normal-appearing vBM.
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For the experimental analysis of the signal behavior of the DW-PSIF sequence, we
acquired a sagittal slice (corresponding to the slice selected for the quantitative mea-
surements described in the previous sections) with 5 different diffusion weightings.
The amplitude of the diffusion gradient was kept constant at 23 mT/m, while the
duration of the diffusion gradient was varied (Æ = 0.5, 1.5, 3.0, 5.0, 7.4 ms). The
other sequence parameters were set as follows: a 256192 matrix, T
E
= 7.17 ms,
corresponding to the opposed-phase situation, T
R
= 25 ms, slice thickness 5 mm, a
bandwidth of 100Hz/pixel and a FOV of 300225 mm2. The T
E
of the sequence is
rather an inverse T
E
, corresponding to the time between the center of the readout
of k-space and the RF pulse, as shown in Fig. 5.25. The acquisition time per image
was 0:31 min resulting in a total acquisition time of 2:35 min.
Figure 5.25: Sequence diagram of the DW-PSIF sequence.
Exemplary images with varying duration Æ of the diffusion gradient are shown in
Fig. 5.26. As already discussed in section 3.3.3, the fracture caused by a malignant in-
filtration appears hyperintense compared to the normal-appearing adjacent vertebrae,
while the osteoporotic vCF appears hypointense.
In order to investigate the signal behaviour of the DW-PSIF sequence, we selected
ROIs in normal-appearing vBM as well as in the vCF. The ROIs were matched with
the ROIs selected for determination of the relaxation times and ADCs. Exemplary
signal curves of the DW-PSIF as a function of Æ for normal-appearing vBM and a
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(a) Osteoporotic vCF
(b) Malignant vCF
Figure 5.26: DW-PSIF images of (a) a patient with an osteoporotic vCF in L1
and (b) a patient with a malignant vCF in L5 (arrows point at the vCFs). Images
were acquired with a constant amplitude of the diffusion gradient and a variable
duration Æ.
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vCF are shown for a patient with a malignant infiltration, Fig. 5.27, and a patient
with an osteoporotic vCF, Fig. 5.28. In Fig. 5.29, we show the comparison of the
ratio between the signal in the vCF and the corresponding normal-appearing vBM
as a function of Æ for the highlighted ROIs in these patients. In Fig. 5.30 the ratio
between the vCF or normal-appearing vBM and the iVD are shown, respectively.
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Figure 5.27: Reference image and the corresponding signal data as a function
of Æ for a patient with a malignant lesion in L5. Shown are the data for the lesion
and for normal-appearing vBM in L2 and the adjacent iVD.
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Figure 5.28: Reference image and the corresponding signal data as a function
of Æ for a patient with an osteoporotic lesion in L1. Shown are the data for the
lesion and for normal-appearing vBM in L3 and the adjacent iVD.
As a first step we determined R
vCF
for each Æ in each patient. We calculated
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Figure 5.29: R
vCF
for the patients shown in Fig. 5.27 and 5.28 as a function
of Æ.
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Figure 5.30: Ratios between the signal in the vCF and the iVD (solid line)
and normal-appearing vBM and the iVD (dotted line) for the patients shown in
Fig. 5.27 and 5.28 as a function of Æ.
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the mean values and standard deviations for each patient group and the results are
summarized in Table 5.6. At each Æ we investigated the significance of the differences
of R
vCF
between both patient groups, using a two-tailed unpaired t-test. A signifi-
cant difference with p < 0.001 was found for each Æ. For each Æ we calculated the
sensitivities, specificities and accuracies with regard to the diagnose of a malignant
lesion based on the R
vCF
. The criteria for the choice of the cut-off value was the
maximization of the accuracy. In previoues studies, the classification was performed
using a qualitative cirterion, i.e. the relative signal contrast, and therefore the results
cannot be compared directly. Still, the cut-off value of 1.52, found at Æ = 3:0 ms,
agrees more or less with the qualitative result that hypo- and iso-intensity of the vCFs
are an indicator for a benign cause. The highest sensitivities and specificities were
found at a Æ of 1.5 and 3.0 ms. The results are summarized in Table 5.7.
R
vCF
Osteoporosis Malignant
Æ = 0:5 ms 1.01 (0.38) 3.43 (1.93)
Æ = 1:5 ms 0.97 (0.38) 3.40 (1.81)
Æ = 3:0 ms 0.85 (0.31) 2.80 (1.42)
Æ = 5:0 ms 0.69 (0.20) 2.06 (0.84)
Æ = 7:4 ms 0.69 (0.19) 1.23 (0.42)
Table 5.6: Summary of the mean values and standard deviations (shown in
parentheses) of R
vCF
for patients with osteoporotic and malignant vCF. A 
indicates a significant difference (p < 0.05) between the values in both patient
groups.
R
vCF
Cut-off Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy
Æ = 0:5 ms 1.85 85 100 93
Æ = 1:5 ms 1.82 95 100 98
Æ = 3:0 ms 1.52 90 100 95
Æ = 5:0 ms 1.29 85 100 93
Æ = 7:4 ms 0.98 79 95 87
Table 5.7: Summary of the cut-offs, sensitivities, specificities and accuracies for
the diagnose of a malignant lesion based on R
vCF
.
In the previous sections, we derived the relaxation times and the ADCs and as
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shown in Fig. 5.19.a we already simulated the signal behaviour of R
vCF
for these
parameters at a T
E
of 7.17 ms. In Fig. 5.31, we show the correspondence between
these simulations and the measured mean values of R
vCF
. The R
vCF
is influenced
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Figure 5.31: Comparison between the mean values of R
vCF
(squares with er-
rorbars) and the simulation (solid lines) based on the parameters. The length of
the errorbars corresponds to twice the standard deviation.
by the signal in normal-appearing vBM and the signal in the vCFs. Both signals
were found to deviate between the patient groups. The mean signal intensities in
the iVDs of both patient groups were found to be comparable, in agreement with
the simulations. Hence, the signal in the iVDs can be used to normalize the signal
intensities of normal-appearing vBM and the vCFs separately. The results of the
measured and simulated ratios between normal-appearing vBM and accordingly vCF
and the iVD are shown in Fig. 5.32. It can be seen in Fig. 5.32.a, that the signal in the
malignant vCFs is  50 % higher compared to osteoporotic vCFs, if we assume the
signal of the iVDs to be equal. On the other hand, in Fig. 5.32.b, it is demonstrated
that in the case of normal-appearing vBM the situation is reverse, the signal in the
osteoporotic group is  40 % higher that in the group with malignant infiltrations.
These opposed effects explain the significant difference between the R
vCF
s. Apart
of the signal ratio between normal-appearing vBM and the iVD, in the osteoporotic
group the simulations and the measured data agree within the 2- environment of
the measured data. Possible reasons for the disagreement in the case of osteoporotic
normal-appearing vBM might be an underestimation of f
wat
or an overestimation of
T

2vBM
.
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Figure 5.32: Comparison between the mean values of S
X
=S
iV D
(squares with
errorbars) and the simulation based on the parameters, where X is vCF in (a)
and normal-appearing vBM in (b). The length of the errorbars corresponds to
twice the standard deviation.
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We performed additional simulations to investigate, which variations of the in-
put parameters, corresponding to potential measurements errors, lead to a better
agreement between the measured and simulated data. For the patient group with
malignant infiltrations, we varied each parameter individually in a range of  25%
about the mean value, keeping the other parameters fixed at the mean values deter-
mined before. As can be seen in Fig. 5.33.a, a small increase of f
wat
already causes
a transformation of the simulated curve, leading to a potentially better agreement
between simulation and data. The best agreement was found for a f
wat
of 61 %.
For the rest of the parameters, the variations lead to smaller transformations of the
simulated signal curve. Hence, only very large measurement errors could explain the
disagreement. The biggest effects were found for the T
2
-values in Fig. 5.33.e, 5.33.h
and 5.33.j. The influence of the ADCs is negligible, see Fig. 5.33.f and 5.33.k, espe-
cially at the values of Æ where the sensitivities and specificities were found to be the
highest.
In addition, we compared the measured signal of the DW-PSIF sequence with
the signal model for each patient individually. The comparison of the simulated and
measured signal ratios is shown in Fig. 5.34. In some cases, the simulated values
deviate strongly from the measured values. This might partially be caused by singu-
larities in the denominator, happening when f
wat
of normal-appearing vBM is close
to or at the transition point between the water- and fat-dominated regime. In order
to avoid these singularities, we also calculated the signal difference between the vCF
and normal-appearing vBM and normalized it by the sum of both. The measured and
simulated values of the normalized differences are shown in Fig. 5.35.
In summary, the evolution of the signal in the simulations agrees quite well with the
values of the measurements. Comparing the signal ratios between normal-appearing
vBM and the iVDs and vCFs and iVDs, we could show for the measurements, that the
signal contrast between osteoporotic and malignant lesions is caused by two effects.
First, the signal in normal-appearing vBM of patients with osteoporosis is increased
compared to the patient group with malignant infiltrations. Second, the signal in
the malignant vCFs is higher than in the osteoporotic vCFs. Both effects lead to an
increase of the R
vCF
in the malignant group compared to the osteoporotic group. As
we saw in the last sections, the parameters showing the biggest differences between
both patient groups in normal-appearing vBM were f
wat
, T
2f at
and T
1f at
. As shown
in the signal simulations, the changes caused by variations of the relaxation times are
small compared to f
wat
. Hence, the contrast originating from normal-appearing vBM
is not diffusion-weighted, since the ADCs are almost equal, but rather fat-weighted.
The decrease of f
wat
in normal-appearing vBM of patients with osteoporosis agrees
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Figure 5.33: Evaluation of the simulated R
vCF
as a function of Æ and one
parameter (shown as the colored area) for a variation of  25 % about the
mean value in the patient collective with malignant lesions. For reference the
gray lattice shows the measured R
vCF
. The red line shows the evolution at the
mean value of the varied parameter.
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Figure 5.34: Individual comparison between the simulated and measured values
of R
vCF
. For better orientation, a diagonal line corresponding to R
vCF sim
=
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has been added to the plot.
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Figure 5.35: Individual comparison between the simulated and measured values
of the normalized differences between the signal in normal-appearing vBM and
vCF. For better orientation, a diagonal line corresponding to equal values for the
simulations and measurements has been added to the plot.
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well with the literature [150, 149]. It was also reported by Yeung et al. [99] that while
f
wat
decreased significantly in patients with osteoporosis, no significant change of the
ADC compared to healthy patients was found. In the vCFs the signal difference is
partially explained by the different ADCs. But in addition to the diffusion weighting,
the contrast is also T 
2
-weighted and fat-weighted. At a Æ of 3 ms the signal decrease
in the osteoporotic vCFs caused by the ADC is  3 %. The contrast caused by
the decreased T 
2
in the osteoporotic patient group leads to a signal decrease of 
22 % compared to the malignant group. The decrease of f
wat
in the osteoporotic
vCFs causes a decline of the signal of  30 %. Hence, the diffusion weighting is
negligible compared to the other parameters. Combining both effects, the observed
signal contrast between both patient groups at a small Æ is not diffusion-weighted as
it was described in the literature, but is rather fat- and T 
2
-weighted.
Of course, the diffusion-weighting could be increased, if the signal ratios at a
larger Æ were compared. However, an increase of Æ, leads to a significant loss of SNR,
and a reliable evaluation of the images is not possible anymore. If it is desirable to
obtain pure diffusion-weighted images, a DW-EPI or DW-ssTSE sequence should be
preferred. Nevertheless, the sequence allowed for the differentiation of the lesions
with a very high accuracy. Since the diffusion weighting seems to be negligible for the
DW-PSIF at small Æ, it might be better to omit the diffusion gradient. To increase
the sensitivity to the fat-weighting, images could be obtained at a shorter T
E
(e.g.
2.38 ms) to increase the SNR. Yet, this effect would be partially counterbalanced by
a decreased bandwidth. For an increased T 
2
-weighting, images should be acquired in
the in-phase situation to increase the signal amplitudes and at longer T
E
. It should
be verified in future studies, which of the potential sequence modifications provides
a better lesion differentiation. On the other hand, the high sensitivity and specificity
obtained with the current sequence settings indicate, that the combined contrast due
to T 
2
- and fat-weighting is possibly the best choice, if combined with the correct
interpretation.
Chapter 6
Summary
A very important question in MRI of the spine that arises in clinical practice is the
differential diagnosis between benign osteoporotic and pathological vertebral com-
pression fractures. Based on the contrast of conventional MRI sequences, this is a
complicated task, since both entities are characterized by an easily confusable ap-
pearance on MR images, i.e. a hypointense signal on T
1
-weighted images and a
hyperintense signal on T
2
-weighted or STIR images. Diffusion-weighted imaging has
shown to be a very promising technique to serve as a tool for the differentiation of
these two entities. In previous studies of DWI of the spine, in particular, a certain
type of a diffusion-weighted steady-state-free-precession sequence, namely the DW-
PSIF sequence, has shown to be very valuable. The qualitative assessment of the
DW-PSIF images showed that in general, osteoporotic fractures appeared hypo- to
isointense, while pathological fractures appeared hyperintense [12]. Yet, contradictory
results were reported for the differential diagnosis based on this contrast. While Baur
et al. [18] reported a sensitivity of 100 % and a specificity of 93 %, Castillo et al. [19]
found no advantages of DWI compared with conventional imaging. So far a physical
understanding of the signal contrast observed on DW-PSIF images in the spine is still
lacking. This PhD thesis addresses this problem, performing an extensive quantitative
analysis of the signal formation.
In order to perform a theoretical analysis of the signal formation it is necessary to
analyze the exact signal function of the DW-PSIF sequence. In chapter 4, we reviewed
the derivation of the signal function of the DW-PSIF sequence. In contrast to a simple
diffusion-weighted spin-echo sequence, the DW-PSIF signal is a complicated function
of the T
1
and T
2
relaxation times as well as of the apparent diffusion coefficient.
This model correctly describes the situation in most tissues of the body. Yet, in
vertebral bone marrow the situation is more involved. First, the signal is effectively
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the combination of two signals, the water and fat signal, which are both of the same
order of magnitude. Hence, it is required to know the exact distribution pattern of
both components to be able to properly model the signal behavior. Furthermore,
the signal derivation was based on the hypothetical assumption that the signal is
acquired directly at the application of the RF pulse. In a realistic measurement the
time span between the image acquisition and the application of the RF pulse has to
be incorporated by adding a T 
2
-weighting factor to the signal model. In most parts
of the body typical T 
2
relaxation times are so long that for short T
E
s, as used in
the DW-PSIF, this effect can be neglected. However, the difference in susceptibility
between trabecular bone and bone marrow results in a strong reduction of T 
2
in
vertebral bone marrow and the T 
2
-weighting has to be considered. In chapter 5,
we developed a signal model of the DW-PSIF sequence in vertebral bone marrow,
incorporating both effects. Overall, we found that this signal model depends on 9
parameters.
To understand the signal contrast, it was necessary to model the signal in vertebral
fractures of patients with benign osteoporotic and pathological fractures, but also in
normal vertebral bone marrow. Since reference values for most of the parameters did
not exist in the literature, this required to determine these parameters in separate
measurements. In a patient collective of 20 patients with benign osteoporotic and
20 patients with pathological fractures, all parameters were determined separately. It
was found that most of the parameters differed significantly between the fractured
and non-fractured vertebrae. Furthermore, parameters like T 
2
, ADC and the water
fraction also differed significantly between both fracture types. Interestingly, the water
fraction also differed significantly between non-fractured vertebrae of both patient
collectives, in agreement with previous studies that showed a correlation between
the degree of osteoporosis in terms of the bone mineral density and the decrease of
the water fraction. Based on the mean values of the parameters, simulations of the
signal ratio of neighboring fractured and normal-appearing vertebrae were performed.
These simulations demonstrated that especially the choice of the echo time, T
E
, has
a strong effect on the contrast behavior. While in the in-phase situation the signal
ratios for both types of fractures were very similar, a very strong separation was found
in the opposed-phase situation.
We compared the simulated signal behavior with DW-PSIF measurements in the
patients and a good agreement was found. Hence, the model seems to correctly
describe the signal characteristics in vertebral bone marrow. The measurements also
confirmed the excellent differentiation between both types of fractures reported in
previous studies. The signal ratio alone does not allow to identify whether a change of
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the contrast is caused by the fractured or the neighboring normal-appearing vertebrae.
Using the signal of the intervertebral disc as a normalizing reference, we could show
that the difference of the signal ratio is caused by two effects. First, the signal in the
normal-appearing vertebrae of the osteoporotic group is significantly higher than in
the pathological group. This increase is mainly caused by a decreased water fraction
in the osteoporotic group, i.e. this is a fat-weighted contrast. Second, the signal in the
pathological fractures is significantly higher than in the osteoporotic fractures. This
increase is mainly caused by an increased water fraction and T 
2
in the pathological
fractures, while the influence of the ADC is negligible. Both effects together are
responsible for the different signal ratios, i.e. hypo- to isointensity of osteoporotic
and hyperintensity of pathological fractures. At the diffusion weightings that provided
the best qualitative differentiation, the influence of the ADC on the signal ratio is
negligible compared to T 
2
and the water fraction. Hence, the observed contrast in the
case of vertebral fractures is a combined effect of the fat- and T 
2
-weighting rather
than a diffusion-weighted contrast.
In summary, we provide for the first time a detailed theoretical and experimen-
tal analysis of the diffusion-weighted signal in patients with vertebral fractures. We
could show that our theoretical model describes the signal in vertebral bone mar-
row reasonably well. We confirmed that the DW-PSIF sequence provides an excellent
differentiation between benign osteoporotic and pathological vertebral fractures. In
contrast to the usual assumption that this differentiation is mainly caused by the
different diffusion properties of the fractures, we demonstrated that the diffusion
weighting has only a minor effect on the observed signal contrast. We showed that
the main cause for the signal contrast is the fat-weighting and to a lesser degree the
T

2
-weighting. Hence, the signal strongly depends on the choice of the T
E
, which
might also be responsible for the inconsistent results published in the literature.

Zusammenfassung
Eine wichtige Fragestellung, die sich bei Anwendung der Magnetresonanztomogra-
phie im Bereich der Wirbelsa¨ule ergibt, ist die Differentialdiagnose zwischen osteo-
porotischen und malignen Wirbelko¨rperfrakturen. Die Differenzierung mit Hilfe der
konventionellen MRT ist nicht immer eindeutig, da beide Frakturtypen durch sehr
a¨hnliches Signalverhalten charakterisiert sind. Beide zeigen ein hypointenses Signal
auf T
1
-gewichteten Bildern und ein hyperintenses Signal auf T
2
-gewichteten oder
STIR-Bildern. In den letzten Jahren zeigte sich, dass die diffusionsgewichtete MR-
Bildgebung ein vielversprechendes Verfahren zur Differentialdiagnostik dieser beiden
Frakturtypen darstellt. Dabei erwies sich in fru¨heren Studien insbesondere eine speziel-
le diffusionswichtende SSFP-Sequenz, die DW-PSIF-Sequenz, als besonders geeignet.
Die qualitative Analyse der mit der DW-PSIF-Sequenz aufgenommenen Bilder zeig-
te, dass im Allgemeinen osteoporotische Frakturen ein hypo- bis isointenses Signal
und maligne Frakturen ein hyperintenses Signal aufweisen [12]. Im Einzelnen sind die
Ergebnisse hinsichtlich der sicheren Erkennbarkeit pathologischer Frakturen jedoch
durchaus uneinheitlich. Einerseits konnten Baur et al. [18] bei ihrer Auswertung ein
Sensitivita¨t von 100 % und eine Spezifita¨t von 93 % erzielen, andererseits ergab sich
beispielsweise in einer Studie von Castillo et al. [19], dass der diffusionsgewichtete
Kontrast keine verbesserte Differenzierung im Vergleich zur konventionellen Bildge-
bung ermo¨glichte. Bislang mangelte es an einem tieferen physikalischen Versta¨ndnis
des mit der DW-PSIF-Sequenz beobachteten Signalkontrastes. Die vorliegende Dis-
sertation setzt sich mit dieser Fragestellung auseinander. Dazu wurde eine ausfu¨hrli-
che theoretische Analyse der Signalbildung der DW-PSIF-Sequenz in Wirbelko¨rpern
durchgefu¨hrt.
Fu¨r die Durchfu¨hrung dieser theoretischen Analyse ist eine genaue Kenntnis der
exakten Signalfunktion der DW-PSIF-Sequenz erforderlich. In Kapitel 4 wurde des-
halb kurz die mathematische Herleitung der Signalfunktion dargestellt. Im Gegensatz
zu einer einfachen diffusionswichtenden Spin-Echo-Sequenz zeichnet sich die Signal-
funktion der DW-PSIF-Sequenz durch eine komplizierte Abha¨ngigkeit von den T
1
-
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und T
2
-Relaxationszeiten sowie dem Diffusionskoeffizienten aus.
Dieses Modell liefert im u¨berwiegenden Teil des menschlichen Ko¨rpers eine korrek-
te Beschreibung des Signals. Im vertebralen Knochenmark ist die Signalbildung jedoch
komplizierter. Im Wirbelko¨rper wird ein effektives Signal gemessen, das sich aus der
Summe des Fett- und Wassersignals ergibt. Im Knochenmark liegen die Anteile beider
Komponenten und somit auch deren Signalintensita¨ten in der gleichen Gro¨ßenordnung
und eine genaue Quantifizierung der relativen Anteile der beiden Signalkomponenten
ist deshalb fu¨r die Sigalanalyse notwendig. Daru¨ber hinaus basiert das Signalmodell
auf der hypothetischen Annahme, dass die Bilder unmittelbar vor der Applikation des
folgenden HF-Pulses aufgenommen werden. In der Praxis sind die Signalakquistion
und die Applikation des HF-Pulses jedoch durch eine kurze Zeitspanne, die Echozeit
T
E
, voneinander getrennt. Diese zeitliche Trennung fu¨hrt zu einer zusa¨tzlichen Ab-
schwa¨chung des Signals durch die T 
2
-Relaxation. In den meisten Gewebearten sind
die typischen T 
2
-Zeiten so lang, dass diese Abschwa¨chung vernachla¨ssigt werden
kann. Im Wirbelko¨rper jedoch fu¨hrt der große Unterschied zwischen den Suszeptibi-
lita¨ten der Trabekel und des Knochenmarks zu einer starken Reduktion der T 
2
-Zeit
und die T 
2
-Relaxation muss in Form eines zusa¨tzlichen Faktors in der Signalgleichung
beru¨cksichtigt werden. In Kapitel 5 wurde ein erweitertes Signalmodell der DW-PSIF-
Sequenz entwickelt, dass diese Effekte miteinbezieht und somit eine korrekte Analyse
des Signals im vertebralen Knochenmark erlaubt. Insgesamt wird das Signalverhalten
im kompletten Signalmodell durch 9 unterschiedliche Parameter beeinflusst.
Um den beobachteten Signalkontrast zu verstehen muss das Signal sowohl in
osteoporotischen und pathologischen Wirbelko¨rperfrakturen als auch in normalem
Knochenmark simuliert werden. Fu¨r die meisten der Parameter existieren keine Refe-
renzwerte in der Literatur und sie mussten deshalb in separaten Messungen bestimmt
werden. In einem Patientenkollektiv, bestehend aus 20 Patienten mit osteoporotischen
und 20 Patienten mit pathologischen Frakturen wurden alle 9 Parameter separat fu¨r
normales Knochenmark und in den Frakturen bestimmt. Dabei zeigte sich, dass fast
alle Parameter signifikante Unterschiede zwischen normalem Knochenmark und den
Frakturen aufwiesen. Im Falle von T 
2
, dem Diffusionskoeffizienten und dem Fettan-
teil fanden sich auch zwischen den beiden Frakturtypen signifikante Unterschiede.
Interessanterweise ergab sich fu¨r den Fettanteil in normalem Knochenmark auch eine
signifikante Abweichung zwischen den beiden Patientengruppen. Dies besta¨tigte die
Ergebnisse fru¨herer Studien, in denen eine signifikante Korrelation zwischen dem Grad
einer osteoporotischen Erkrankung, bestimmt durch eine Knochendichtemessung, und
dem Ansteigen des Fettanteils gefunden wurde. Unter Verwendung der Mittelwerte
der gemessenen Parameter wurde dann eine Simulation des Signalverha¨ltnisses zwi-
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schen frakturierten und normalen Wirbelko¨rpern durchgefu¨hrt. In diesen Simulationen
zeigte sich, dass insbesondere die genaue Wahl der Echozeit T
E
einen erheblichen
Einfluss auf das Kontrastverhalten hat. Wa¨hrend sich im In-Phase-Zustand die Si-
gnalverha¨ltnisse beider Frakturtypen a¨hneln, ergab sich im Opposed-Phase-Zustand
ein signifikanter Unterschied.
Der Vergleich der simulierten Signalkurven mit in den Patienten durchgefu¨hrten
DW-PSIF-Messungen zeigte eine gute U¨bereinstimmung; dies deutet darauf hin, dass
das Signalmodell eine korrekte Beschreibung des Signalverhaltens liefert. Die in der
Vergangenheit beschriebene exzellente Differenzierbarkeit der Frakturtypen konnte
durch unsere Messungen besta¨tigt werden. Das Signalverha¨ltnis alleine erlaubt je-
doch keine Ru¨ckschlu¨sse darauf, ob der Kontrast durch die benachbarten normalen
Wirbelko¨rper oder die Frakturen selbst entsteht. Unter Verwendung des Signals der
Bandscheiben als normierender Referenz konnte gezeigt werden, dass der Kontrast im
Wesentlichen durch zwei Effekte bestimmt wird. Zuna¨chst ist das Signal der norma-
len Wirbelko¨rper in Patienten mit Osteoporose signifikant ho¨her als bei Patienten mit
malignen Infiltrationen. Die Hauptgrund fu¨r die erho¨hte Signalintensita¨t liegt dabei im
erho¨hten Fettanteil der osteoporotischen Wirbelko¨rpern begru¨ndet. Daru¨ber hinaus
ist das Signal in den pathologischen Frakturen im Vergleich zu den osteoporotischen
Frakturen signifikant erho¨ht. In diesem Fall wird der Signalunterschied vor allem durch
den verminderten Fettanteil und die erho¨hte T 
2
-Relaxationszeit in den pathologischen
Frakturen verursacht. Der Einfluss des erho¨hten Diffusionskoeffizienten in den osteo-
porotischen Frakturen ist dagegen vernachla¨ssigbar. Das Zusammenspiel dieser Effek-
te ist letztlich fu¨r die signifikant unterschiedlichen Signalverha¨ltnisse, d.h. hypo- bis
isointenses Signal in den osteoporotischen und hyperintenses Signal in den pathologi-
schen Frakturen, verantwortlich. Im Falle derjenigen Diffusionswichtungen, bei denen
die qualitative Analyse die beste Differentialdiagnose ermo¨glichte, ist der Effekt der
unterschiedlichen Diffusionskoeffizienten gegenu¨ber den durch unterschiedliche T 
2
-
Werte und Fettanteile verursachten Effekten vernachla¨ssigbar. Insgesamt la¨sst sich
damit feststellen, dass es sich bei dem beobachteten Kontrast um einen kombinier-
ten T 
2
- und fettgewichteten Kontrast, und weniger um einen diffusionsgewichteten
Kontrast handelt.
In dieser Arbeit wurde erstmals eine theoretische und experimentelle Analyse des
diffusionsgewichteten Signals in Patienten mit Wirbelko¨rperfrakturen durchgefu¨hrt.
Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass das entwickelte Signalmodell eine gute Beschreibung
des gemessenen Signalverhaltens in vertebralem Knochenmark liefert. Die Ergebnisse
fru¨herer Studien, die basierend auf dem Signalkontrast der DW-PSIF-Sequenz eine
exzellente Differentialdiagnose zwischen pathologischen und osteoporotischen Wirbel-
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ko¨rperfrakturen ermo¨glichten, besta¨tigten sich in unserer Arbeit. Im Gegensatz zur
bisherigen Annahme, dass diese Differenzierung vor allem in den unterschiedlichen
Diffusionscharakteristika der Frakturen begru¨ndet liegt, konnten wir zeigen, dass die
Diffusionswichtung nur einen untergeordneten Einfluss auf den Signalkontrast hat.
Unsere Analyse zeigte eindeutig, dass die Hauptursache fu¨r den unterschiedlichen
Signalkontrast der Frakturen hauptsa¨chlich durch die Fett- und T 
2
-Wichtung verur-
sacht wird.
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